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Preface
The present issue of Annual Report covers the research activities of
the Nuclear Physics Division in the year 1994. The scientific contributions
are classified into three sections :
1. Reaction Mechanisms and Nuclear Structure
2. Experimental Methods and Instrumentation
3. Other Research
Referring to the first section I would like to emphasise the
contribution that gives information about an experimental set-up for
studying high energy gamma rays produced in heavy ion collisions. This setup installed on the beam of the Warsaw Cyclotron was built in collaboration
of physicists from Warsaw, Cracow and Swierk. This achievement was
possible thanks to great help of our colleagues from abroad especially from
Sweden and Norway. It is worthwhile to mention that the first experiment
using this apparatus has already been performed and I believe that
interesting physical results will be soon obtained.
In the contribution dealing with the mechanism of fusion-fission
reactions the complete set of data on prescission neutron multiplicities was
analysed. The very long fusion-fission time scale is reported that may
suggest some unexpected properties of hot nuclear matter.
Our permanent interest in gamma rays accompanying heavy ion
reactions is represented by a contribution in which (for the first time)
extremely energetic photons, above the kinematics limit set by the beam and
Fermi motion velocities, has been observed. Reactions at higher energies
are represented by two works, an experimental one in which r|-meson
production cross sections were measured and a theoretical one that deals
with the properties of hot nuclear matter produced in 200 AGeV nucleusnucleus collisions.
The nuclear spectroscopy group reports some new information
concerning shell structure of the spherical nuclei. The decay of the I=8 +
isomer in strongly neutron deficient 100,102 Q$ w a s studied and the results
were analysed in the framework of a shell model. The wave functions for
many excited states in 208pb w e r e derived from the large set of the
experimental data and interesting information about residual interactions
was obtained.
The electromagnetic properties of some deformed nuclei were
investigated. The 125,127La nuclei were studied using RDM lifetime
measurements and ^XQ and l ^ G d _ usm g Coulomb excitation. The
superdeformed states were studied in l ^ G d . Three SD bands have been
discovered, one of them shows two band crossing, an effect which was
observed for the first time.

In the second section a new experimental method for determination of
gamma rays polarization is proposed. It seems that this method (PDCO) will
be especially suitable for the modern multidetector
systems (e.g.
EUROGAMM II) in which the new generation detectors (CLOVER or
CLUSTER), sensitive to polarization, are used. In this section we also give
a short summary of the activity of the UWIS isotope separator.
In the third section the results of the experimental test of Bell's
inequalities are presented. They agree with quantum mechanics predictions.
The last section of the Annual Report '94 contains information about
seminars held at our Division, a list of our scientific and technical staff, as
well as abstracts of publications that appeared in 1994.
Many of the works presented in this Report are results of the fruitful
cooperation with our colleagues from the foreign and Polish institutes. I
would like to express my wannest thanks to all of them. Thanks are also
due to all members of the Nuclear Physics Division. It is also a pleasure to
acknowledge the financial support from the State Committee for Scientific
Research (KBN).

Chrystian Droste
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1. Introduction
We report on the status of the experimental set-up to study
high-energy y-rays produced in heavy-ion collisions. The set-up is
presently placed at the central ion beam of the Warsaw cyclotron.
Planned studies may be grouped into two major classes. The first
one involves investigations of the statistical y-ray emission from
the thermally equilibrated compound nucleus. High energy photons
are

then emitted

in competition with particles

as neutrons,

protons and alphas, and are associated with the statistical decay
of the giant dipole resonance

(GDR) built on highly excited

states. Owing to the stability of the GDR in hot nuclei [1] the
statistical GDR decay may be used as a tool for studying hot, fast

rotating

nuclei.

Studies

of

a

non-statistical,

ultradipole

(bremsstrahlung) emission in nucleus-nucleus collisions form the
second class of our interest. Here the photons are produced mainly
in collisions between individual projectile and target nucleons.
The

relative

motion

of' these

nucleons

couples

with

the

Fermi

motion of nucleons in colliding nuclei. Therefore a probability of
y-ray

production

in

such

process,

and

thus

a

measured

cross

section, carries an information about the phase space distribution
of nucleons in projectile and target nuclei [2].
To study these effects in detail we need to measure high-energy
y-ray spectra and angular distributions, both in inclusive as well
as

in exclusive

(i.e.

in coincidence

with

y-ray

multiplicity)

experiments. The spectroscopy of high-energy photons
requires

a

detector

which

has

a

high

resolution good enough to discriminate

efficiency

(5-50 MeV)
and

a

time

against neutrons by

the

time-of-flight technique. The most often used are scintillators: a
single Nal(Tl) (e.g. 25cm x 38 cm as in Seattle), array of BaF
(e.g. 8 detectors of 15cm x 17 cm as in NBI, Copenhagen) or a BGO
(10

cm

x

10

additionally
shield

and/or

cm

as

equipped

in

Legnaro).

with

a passive

an

lead

These

active
shield.

scintillators

anticoincidence
In order

to be

can

be

plastic
able

to

determine the angular momentum of the decaying compound nucleus or
to discriminate against non-fusion processes a y-ray multiplicity
filter is required.

2. High-energy y-ray Spectrometer

At the present stage our high-energy y-ray spectrometer consists
of a 10 cm x 10 cm cylindrical bismuth germanate scintillator (a
Bicron Corporation product) coupled to a 9791 EMI photomultiplier.
Due

to

the high

atomic

number

and

high

density

of

the

BGO

(Bi .Ge 0. ) such detector has a high full-energy absorption and
can be used for y-rays up to about 50 MeV. Its energy resolution
(-137. at 661 keV, and 2.2% at 17.4 MeV [3]) is only slightly worse
than that of a large Nal(Tl) detector. The time resolution of our
BGO determined using y-y coincidences to be 8-10 ns is worse than
that for a large Nal(Tl) (2-3 ns).

This BGO detector will be
12
27
satisfactory for the forthcoming test experiment with
C +
Al
at E/A= 4 MeV/u, when placed 50-70 cm from the target, at 9 = 90°.
y
For
more
accurate
measurements,
especially
for
angular
distributions at higher beam energies, a detector with better time
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resolution, cosmic-ray and pile-up rejection is needed.
We will get soon a 25 cm x 29 cm Nal(Tl) scintillator coupled to
appropriate photomultipliers. To improve its performance we plan
to build an anticoincidence and

lead shields, a gain stability

system and a rotating table.

3. Multiplicity Filter

Our multiplicity filter is made as an array of 28 cylindrical
detectors:

10 BaF ' s (each of 5 cm x 5 cm scintillator with a

phototube) and 18 NaI(Tl)'s ( 8 scintlllators of 3" x 3" and 10
scintillators of 2" x 2.5" with

phototubes). All detectors are

mounted on a special stand which allows for various configurations
of the filter. For example: 1) all detectors can be mounted at a
distance of about 16 cm from the center of the target looking at
the target center (used with large cooled target chamber), 2) all
detectors can be placed in three parallel planes: at the target
position, at forward and backward planes, all looking at the beam
axis, 3) smaller number of detectors can be mounted closer to the
target

looking at

the center

of

the

target placed

in a small

target chamber.
The efficiency calibration

for 1.17 MeV y-rays in configuration

1) was performed by a standard method [4] using

Co source; the

total filter efficiency was 10%.

4. Beam Line and Target Chamber

The target chamber is made of aluminum and has a cylindrical
shape, with a diameter of 17 cm, length of 24 cm and side wall
thickness

of

0.5

cm.

Movable

target

holder

has

four

positions and is surrounded by a copper cold shroud
nitrogen

temperature)

connected

with

the

target

(at liquid

isolated

copper

cold-finger, which inhibits the build-up of hydrocarbons on the
target surface. The target chamber is electrically
connected

to a beam

tube with a Faraday

cup on

isolated and
the end.

The

Ortec-439 Digital Integrator'will be used to integrate beam charge
needed for the absolute cross section normalisation.
For

the

initial

stage

of

the

cyclotron

operation

our

experimental set-up has been placed at the central beam line. The
small size of the central cave limits the length of the beam tube
between the target and the beam stop to 2 m. It is planned to move

11

the

set-up

to

another

beam

line,

with

the

target-beam

stop

distance ~ 6 m.

5. Signal Processing

A

schematic

layout

of

the

electronics

is

shown

in

fig.

1.

High-energy 7-ray signals from the last dynode of the 3G0 detector
are amplified and shaped in the energy spectrometric branch. The
BGO

detector

threshold.

anode

output

is

connected

Signals from the Nal and

to

CFD

the BaF

with

~3

MeV

detectors of

the

multiplicity filter are discriminated against the noise by a CFDs
with the threshold set at about 100 keV. Fast NIM standard pulses
from the CFDs are sent to OR circuit and after 100 ns delay to 2
Multiplicity Filter Units

(MFU). The OR circuit provides signal

which after delay is sent to STOP input of TAC module.

10BaF2

ADC WT4

Energy] *

Fig.

1.

Schematic

layout

of

the

electronics

for

the

test

experiment.

The START input of TAC is provided by signal from

the BGO CFD.

Output of TAC, digitized in ADC Time, enables the time-of-flight
separation of high-energy gammas from neutrons. Two 16 input MFUs

are opened for predetermined, short period of time (~ tens of ns).
Outputs of the MFUs, proportional to the fold (number of detectors
that have a signal above threshold) are fed into the corresponding
ADC Fold 1 and ADC Fold 2. They give the total

(BaF2+NaI) fold

from which y-ray multiplicity can be extracted [4].
The master gate to the CAMAC ADC system is defined as a logical
AND (coincidence unit) between signal from BGO and signal from RF
Unit.

The

last one

indicates

the beam presence.

In future

the

anticoincidence input of Coincidence Module can be used by feeding
the signal

from plastic

anticoincidence

shield

to

discriminate

against cosmic rays. At present 4 parameters are recorded by 4
ADCs i.e.

the energy signal of BGO,

multiplicity filter
Beam

current

integrator.

the time between BaF +NaI

(OR) and BGO detector, BaF 2 and Nal folds.

is

collected

Deadtime

outputs

by

Faraday

from

ADCs

cup

and

are OR-ed

measured
together

by
and

connected to the gate input of current integrator, thus correcting
for system deadtime losses.

6. Data Acquisition

Experimental data collected

in CAMAC crate are transmitted to

IBM PC computer via POLON Clll module (CAMAC crate controler and
its interface to a computer). Data acquisition is controlled by
the data acquisition system SMAN which allows for on-line display
of 1-D and 2-D (16-color scatterplots) histograms and for storing
them on disk. Collected data can be also event-by-event written to
disk. SMAN can be used in the environment of Novell, DECNET and
TCP/IP networks, which allows to use network disks.
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SYSTEMATICS OF FUSION-FISSION TIME SCALES DEDUCED FROM A

DYNAMICAL-MODEL ANALYSIS OF PRESCISSION NEUTRON MULTIPLICITIES
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In

the

Annual

Report

of determination of

1993

we

described

a

new

the time scale of fusion-fission

method

reactions

from measured prescission neutron multiplicities. In this method,
the time dependent statistical-cascade calculations are coupled to
the

Feldmeier's

model

[1]

of

nucleus-nucleus

collisions.

The

inclusion of the dynamical model calculations makes it possible to
correctly evaluate the excitation energy of the composite system
in

consecutive

touching

stages

of

the

spheres to fusion,

nucleus-nucleus

collision:

from

then to the saddle and finally

to

scission. The deexcitation of the dynamically evolving composite
system

is

traced

in time along
a

simple Monte

the statistical decay cascade,

calculated

with

Carlo

code.

The

results of

the calculations give the relation between time and

neutron- or other

light particle multiplicity

that

using

time.

By

prescission-neutron

this

multiplicity

relation,
data

event-averaged

accumulated
the

can

till

experimental

be

used

for

determination of the fusion-fission time scale.
We

have

neutron

analysed

the

multiplicities

complete
reported

15

set
by

of
Hinde

data
et

on
al.

prescission
[2].

The

deduced fusion-fission times T

(full circles) are displayed in

Fig. 1 as a function of the combined mass number of the composite
system A +A_.

Results of "static" calculations of Hinde et al.

[2] are shown by asterisks. Fig. 1 demonstrates that taking the
dynamic evolution of the composite system into account leads to a
considerably longer fusion-fission time scale (on the average by a
factor of 10) than that deduced in the static approach.
.-17

fa 10
100

Fig. 1.

It

150

200

250

300

Fusion-fission time scale for different systems.

should

be

noted

that

the

prescission

neutron

an

essentially

different

gamma-multiplicities

[3].

the

results

multiplicities
analysis
The

very

of

our

agree

of
long

the

analysis

with

results

prescission

times

of

rr

of
GDR

obtained

independently in both types of experiments can be interpreted [3]
as evidence

of an unexpectedly

large value of

the dissipation

coefficient in hot composite systems.
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PHOTONS BEYOND THE KINEMATICAL LIMIT FROM HI COLLISIONS

T. Matulewicz, P .Bo±ek, F.H. Marques, G. Martinez,

M. Ploszajczak, Y. Schutz, and the TAPS collaboration

a

GANIL, BP 5027, 14021 Caen, France

The photon spectrum above the Giant Resonance region measured
for heavy-ion reactions around the Fermi energy has its origin in
the

bremsstrahlung

emitted

in

first

chance

proton-neutron

collisions. The Fermi momentum of the nucleons provides the extra
energy needed for the emission of photons with energies
than half the beam velocity per nucleon.
that

the exponential

larger

It was thus suggested

shape of the photon spectrum reflects

the

phase-space distribution of the participant nucleons and that it
could sign the presence of large dynamical fluctuations. Within
this picture of cascading proton-neutron collisions, there should
exist a high energy limit corresponding to the case when the Fermi
momenta of a proton and a neutron are parallel

to the beam and

have opposite direction. For a fixed Fermi momentum of 1.36 fm

,

this kinematical limit equals to 183 and 159 MeV for beam energies
of 40 and 60 A MeV, respectively. So far, this limit was never
reached.
The present data which enabled

to extend

the photon

spectrum

well above the kinematical limit were collected for the reaction
86

Kr+Ni at 60 A MeV and

efficient

photon

181

Ta+Au at 40 A MeV using the highly

spectrometer

TAPS.

For

the

first

time,

the

kinematical limit was reached and photons with energies above up
to

1.6

times this limit were measured.

The production of

such

energetic photons can be understood as the result of dynamical
fluctuations in the relative energy field, e, of nucleon pairs [1].

17

With simple

and natural

nucleus-nucleus
takes

a

to produce

This model
between

collisions,

log-normal

necessary

form

and

and allows

differential
of

values of

the kinematical

law which provides
cross-section

various

particles

for
in

various
heavy-ion

' ' I ':; ' ! '; ' ' I • ' ™

1
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Fig.l. Hard photon energy spectra measured for the reaction
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limit.

relations

collisions.
1

of the

distribution P(e)

for the large

the photons beyond

production

the dynamics

the probability

implies a new scaling

total

subthreshold

assumptions about
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RECENT MEASUREMENTS OF THE *> PRODUCTION IN PD COLLISIONS

AT CELSIUS

Jdzef Zlomariczuk and PROMICE-WASA COLLABORATION

In October

and

November

of

1994 twenty

shifts were used to study pd — »

seven

8-hour

CELSIUS

reactions. The experiment was

TJ+X

a part of the long term research program to study the production
of mesons in light ion collisions at CELSIUS. The main goal of the
experiment

was

to

measure

the

total cross-section and the 17
3
production angle distribution for HeT) reaction channel and to
estimate the total cross-sections for pdr) and pprnj channels. All
these

reactions

theoretically
involved
explore

and

are
a

poorly
large

mechanisms.
the TJ tagging

A

known

effort

second

both

is needed

goal

possibilities

of
for

the

experimentally
to

and

understand

experiment

the future

the

was

rare

to

decay

studies of this meson within the WASA program.
The experiment was performed using the PROMICE-WASA experimental
setup shown schematically in fig. 1.
CD central detector

FD forward detector

Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the PROMICE-WASA experimental set-up

19

There

are

several

important

improvements

of

the

set-up

made

recently, which can be summarized as follows:
1 two

sets

Hodoscope

of

straw

chambers

were

placed

between

Juelich

(JH) and the scattering chamber to provide position

resolution of 4 mm at present and ~ 300 |im in future,
2 a set of 4 counters made of 3 mm thick plastic scintillator was
placed around the beam pipe close to the spherical part of the
scattering

chamber

(WD in fig.

1) to

improve

the background

conditions [1],
3 luminosity measurement was improved by installing a multistrip
silicon detector for recording protons or deuterons recoiling to
large angles in pp or pd elastic collisions,
4 a new tigger based on energy deposits in WD was developed to
3
select Her) channel.
The measurements were done at 4 beam energies: 930, 965, 1037
and 1100 MeV. A simple phase space Monte Carlo simulation shows
that at these energies the acceptance of the Forward Detector - JH
and the Range Detector (RH) - for charged particles accompanying t)
is much larger than the acceptance of the Csl arrays for 2 y's
from the T) decay. Therefore an attempt was made to use FD alone.
3
Unfortunately this turned out to be possible only for Her)
3
channel. An example of missing mass distribution obtained for He
selected with WD trigger is shown in fig. 2. For the pdi) channel
the

backgroung

from

other

reactions

was

too

high

to

see

any

signature of the r) peak. However when the presence of 2 ?'s in the
Csl arrays was required a clear peak corresponding to T) mass was
found in the pd missing mass as well. This is shown in fig.3 which
represents missing mass spectrum obtained for pd at 965 MeV beam
energy.
The silicon multistrip detector was working quite satisfactory
and together with the straw chamber provided an extremely clean
sample of the pd elastic events for each of the beam energies. Two
dimensional spectrum representing 0
measured by the straw chamber) versus

(forward scattered proton as
the energy deposit of the

recoiling deuteron in the Si detector is shown in fig. 4.
From the data analysis

done so far follows that roughly 9000,

13000, 14000 and 6000 TJ were detected at 930, 965, 1037 and 1100
3
MeV respectively in
Her) channel. For the pdrj channel these
numbers are at least 10 times lower due to smaller acceptance of
the Csl arrays.
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The

differential

equations

of

energy

transport

in

ultrarelativistic heavy ion interactions should be hyperbolic so
as

to

exclude

action

at

distance;

yet

the

equations

of

irreversible thermodynamics -- those of Navier Stokes and Fourier
are parabolic.
In paper we describe the hot nuclear matter as the near elastic
fluid (NEF).The perturbation of internal energy in NEF propagates
with finite velocity

v ^ c
s

( c=light velocity). The interaction

time At is of the order of the relaxation time x for the internal
energy

perturbation.

For

the

description

of

energy

transport

phenomena in NEF the hyperbolic heat conduction equation HHC [1]
is used. HHC allows wave propagation of discontinuities without
smoothing.

Parabolic

problems

(Fourier

equation)

smooth

discontinuities by diffusion. The solution of HHC are obtained and
energy spectra of particles (pions) from NEF are calculated. When
compared to the NA34, NA35, WA80 pion spectra the following values
for v =0.544c , x=2 fm/c , when A£=l fm/c , are obtained for NEF
s
created in 200 AGeV interactions.
In fig

1 the solution of- HHC for very hot hadron matter

presented. For length

< 2 fm

is

the temperature of hadron matter

22

oscillates.

The

main

thermal

wave

(a)

and

the

waves

(b,c)

reflected from the edges of the hot region can be observed. When
the same initial wave value problem is solved with parabolic heat
conduction

equation

the nonstationary

temperature

profiles

are

free of the oscillations.
With the help of HHC the primordial very hot region of NEF can
be described
T(t=0)=350
parabolic

as

MeV

the hot
and

equation

unphysical for 200

zone with

linear
is

used

the primordial

dimension
the

L=0.5

primordial

AGeV energy .temperature

fm

temperature
. When

region

has

the
the,

T(t=0)=500 MeV.
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THE DECAY OF THE I* = 8 + ISOMER IN

CD - NEUTRON PARTICLE AND

PROTON- HOLE STATES [1]
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The

neutron

deficient

T =2

nucleus
Cd,.,,, two neutron
100
particles and two proton holes from
Sn, is a good candidate for
Z

studying

the two-particle

the doubly magic
first

studied

core and

in-beam

isomer was found

(hole) valence configurations

and

their mutual

interaction.

the gamma-decay

of

to populate predominantly

the

neutron

Shell model predictions suggest, that the non-yrast

outside
Cd was

1=8

proton

states [2].
1=6

and 4

proton states are fed only by weak branches, below the detection
limits of previous experiments.
We have therefore designed an experiment

to exclusively study

the isomeric decay. Excited evaporation residues recoiling from
the reaction

Ti(

Ni,2p2n) were stopped 40 cm downstream from the
O

CO

1.5 mg/cm2thick target in 32 mg/cm

Nb foils. The

Ni beam energy

was 230 MeV.The catcher foils had an inner hole of 10 mm diameter
for

the

beam

gamma-array.
charged

and

were

Filter

particles

located

detectors

in
for

(4 segments)

the

center

neutrons

surrounded

the

foils were exchanged automatically in regular

24

(6

of

the

OSIRIS

segments)
target.

and

Catcher

time intervals to

avoid excessive gamma-ray background from radioactivity. Further
details are given elsewhere [3].
In Fig.1 a sum coincidence spectrum with gates on neutrons and
the 1005 keV
in

the

time

2 + -> 0 + and the 795 keV 4 + •* 2 + transitions in
window

20

-

570

ns

after

the

beam

100

pulse

Cd
is

shown.Besides the well known E2 cascade [1], weak gamma-rays at
90, 247, 362,411, 658 and 1042 keV are visible (see insert for
enlarged

scale).

From yy coincidences,

intensities,

cross-over

transitions and energy sums the y-decay scheme of the I =8

isomer

can be derived as shown in Fig. 2. As a result the order of the
known 296 and 452 keV E2 transitions has to be reversed.

The

intensity

keV

of

the

247 keV

y-ray

is only

4% of

the

362

transition, which was too weak to be seen in previous experiments,
which corresponds to a factor of > 25 increase in sensitivity.
With the now unique level sequence, the E2 character of the main
cascade [1] and the conversion found for the 90 keV transition,
the spins and parities of the previously known and the new l"=4
and

6

states and

their predominant

proton

character

assigned firmly. The half life was determined to t

can

be

=60(3) ns,

well in the range but more accurate than previous [1].
The

results

of

a

shell

model

calculation

in

the

w(

COnf
^/2'g1/2)l'(<Wg7/2'Si/2'<Whti/2)
Ration
space
are
shown for level schemes in Fig. 2 and for y-ray transition

strengths in Table 1. The excellent agreement corroborates the
experimentally established proton character of the I =4
and the pure neutron I =4

and 6

and 6

states, as indicated in Fig. 2.

Based on the purity of the I =4 -8

wave functions a realistic

estimate for the level schemes of the so far unknown two-proton
98
102
hole and two-neutron particle nuclei
Cd and
Sn can be made
(see Fig. 2 ) . The position of the 2
in

state, which is highly mixed

Cd, was deduced from the systematics of E +/E + ratios in

N=50 isotones and Sn isotopes [4].
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Table 1: 7-ray branchings and
B(E2) values
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102
CcL. with two proton holes and four neutron
100
particles outside the
Sn doubly closed shell is well studied in
The nucleus

in-beam spectroscopy [2,3]. In comparison to

Cd it is a good

study case for the increasing proton-neutron

interaction with

gradual filling of the N > 50 neutron shell. Two 6
IT

known below

the

I

+

=8

states are

—2

ng

feeding pattern are believed

isomer, which from

their y-ray

to have predominant neutron and

proton character for the yrast and yrare state, respectively. The
yrare 4

proton state, not observed so far, plays a decisive role

in the configuration assignment to the I =4
In a recent experiment to study the I

=8

and 6 states.
isomer in

Cd in

the
Ti +
Ni reaction
Cd was populated via the 2p exit
48
channel (40%) and via 2p2n (60%) from the 10% Ti content of the
target. The experimental details are given in the preceding
contribution. The unexpected high yield in the 2p evaporation
channel corresponds to an integrated cross section of 15(6) mb MeV
in a 1.5 mg/cm

Ti target. This exceeds the CASCADE evaporation

code [4] prediction by a factor of 10. In Fig. 1 therefore a
proton gated delayed (20 - 570 ns relative to the beam pulse) yy
coincidence spectrum with gates on the 777 and 861 keV transitions
of the 4

—> 2

—> 0

cascade is shown. Four new y-ray transitions
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Fig.2: Experimental and shell model level scheme for

102

Cd

at 331, 397, 527 and

1258 keV were observed and placed

in the

level scheme of Fig. 2. The 527 - 397 keV cascade parallel to the
924

keV

transition

and

in

coincidence

with

the

157,

777 keV y-rays establishes a new state at 2035 keV

861

and

excitation

energy, which from its feeding and decay pattern can be assigned
as I
can

=4 . Starting with the I
be

assigned

experimental

8

as

a

=8

proton isomer [2] the 6

predominant

proton

state

state

from

the

--» 6

branching ratios. The 6_
-* 4.
2
1,2
1,2
branchings, however, clearly signal highly mixed proton-neutron
configurations for the 4

states.

This is qualitatively borne out by the shell model calculations
+
-2
shown in Fig. 2. While the 8

isomer has a 70% ng

configuration

and 30% nv excitations, the f> state is only a 50% proton state
mixed with 13% neutron and 37% nv excitations. The 6
pure neutron state, while the 4
The 8

-•-» 6

state is a

states are indeed highly mixed.

E2 transitions are well reproduced, especially the
1,2

hindrance

of

the

transition

between

states

of

different

nv

character. As stated earlier, good agreement is obtained also for
the nuclear moments of the isomer [2]. The increasing mixture due
to

the

neutron
strong

nv

interaction

shell

allowing

hole-hole

can be
more

ascribed
coupling

interactions,

particle-hole case in
References
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Recoil

Distance Method

carried out for the
structure
Tth

of

the

[550] 1/2

(RDM) lifetime

La,

in

have

been

La nuclei to examine the collective

decoupled

orbital

measurements

band

based

comparison

on

to

the

that

unique
of

parity

Ba,

Ba

cores. The Stony Brook array consisting of five BGO-suppressed Ge
detectors placed at ± 30°, 90°, 125°, and
beam

direction

in

conjunction

with

the

150° relative to the
Notre

Dame

/

Argonne

plunger was used to measure the stopped and shifted 3"-ray peaks as
a

function

of

target-stopper

distance.

A

14-element

BGO

multiplicity filter surrounding the target was recorded along with
the y-ray singles events to allow background reduction from Coulex
and

radioactivity.

the

Stony

intensity
94

The
used

Mo(
to

Brook

For

both

experiments

Superconducting

beam

LINAC

were

provided

facility

with

by

beam

~ 15 pnA.
35

Cl,2p2n) reaction at a beam energy of
populate

the

excited

states

of

155 MeV was
La

nucleus.

Self-supporting, rolled 94% enriched target was 0.55 mg/cm

thick,

~ 8.95 mg thick gold stopper allowed beam particle to go through
but stopped the reaction products. Recoil velocity /3=2.45(8)% was
125

extracted from the Doppler shifts of

30

La transitions.

La was populated
beam

following

the

U2

Cd( 1 9 F, 4n) reaction at a

energy of 84.5 MeV. Enriched 98.7% Cd, 0.58 mg/cm2 thick

target

was evaporated on the ~1.3 mg thick gold backing. Golden

stopper was 5.05 mg/cm2 thick. Recoil velocity of

127

La nuclei was

equal to 0.94(4)% of light velocity.
Preliminary lifetimes measured at 125° for
19/2^ levels are equal to

125

La for the 15/2",

187(9)ps, 8.0(7)ps respectively. For

the 23/2" state the effective lifetime 2.9(2)ps was measured. One
should note

that

the lifetimes measured

at 125° (where second

Legendre polynomial vanishes) are free of the spin deorientation
effect. The lifetime of the 15/2" state measured at ±30° and 150°
equals to 146(10) and is significantly different from the value
measured at 125

what gives the evidence of the importance of the

spin deorientation correction.
For the

La nuclei data are still under analysis. Preliminary

lifetimes observed at 125°

for 15/2", 19/2", 23/2" yrast states
*

are

165(7)ps,

10.6(7)ps,

3.9(3)ps

X

respectively.

X

Multiple

level

fits are going to be done. Experimental results will be compared
with Core-Quasiparticle Coupling Model calculation.

100

1000
Dlstancn [micronsj

Tig. 1 Example of the fit to
RDM data.

12?

La 458 keV 15/2" 11/2" transition
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The

129
Xe nucleus belongs

to

the

transitional

region of

the

Z,N=50-82 shell. It is the region of shape coexisting structures
of

prolate

or

oblate

deformation
and
strong
asymmetric
128
gamma-deformation. The neighbouring
Xe nucleus was exstensively
studied and the large

set of reduced electromagnetic

probabilities was found
give

the

unique

transition
129
[1]. The Coulomb excitation of
Xe can

opportunity

for

common

study

of

the

electromagnetic structure of even-even and odd-even neighbouring
nuclei.
The

presented

experiment

facility with 100 MeV

was

performed

S and 195 MeV

using

the

NORDBALL

Ni beams. The NORDBALL

setup consisted of 20 Ge detectors and 5 new type large Position
Sensitive Detectors (PSD) covering 65% of the backward hemisphere
of scattered projectile. Energies and
transitions

were

measured

in

intensities of gamma-rays

coincidence

with

backscattered

projectiles. Theta spherical angle covered by PSDs extended over

32

theta=104-153
60-element

deg

BaF ?

angle

In

calorimeter

LAB
was

system

of

coordinates.

The

used

for

additional

time

reference.
129
Xe targets prepared in special way [2] by Warsaw
32
University Isotope Separator (UWIS) were used with both
S and
Ni beams:
2
129
a) self-supporting one composed of 150 jig/cm of
Xe enriched
2
to more than 97% and 300 jig/cm of carbon,
b) the same as a) but with thick copper backing.
Two types of

In presented

experiment

four bands were populated

from

1/2

ground state up to energy over 2 MeV and spin 17/2 . Besides,
several low lying levels observed only in £-decay experiments were
also

populated.

The data

analysis

aimed

to extract

E2 and Ml

transition probabilites is in progress.
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Superdeformation

in

145
Gd

has

been

studied

using

the

GASP

spectrometer at the Tandem XTU accelerator of the Legnaro National
114
2
Laboratory.
bombarded

A self-supporting

with

a

182 MeV

"

foil of
S

beam.

Cd
The

(1.07 mg/cm ) was

nucleus

Gd

was

produced the strongest with « 35% of the total cross section for
compound

nucleus

superdeformed

formation

through

the

5n

channel.

Two

new

(SD) bands have been established, consisiting of 18

and 17 transitions, respectively (see fig.1). Both bands can
145
clearly be assigned to
Gd since the strong transitions
145
betweennormal deformed states in
Gd appear in coincidence with
the SD bands.
The dynamic moments of inertia of the SD bands in
plotted

as function

of

the

rotational

frequency

145
Gd are

in fig.2.

The

dynamic moment of inertia of the yrast SD bands decreases smoothly
and has values

similarly to those observed in the neighbouring Gd

nuclei

the respective band

outside

34

crossing

regions.

The

first

excited SD band shows two subsequent band crossings at rotational
frequencies of « 0.4 and 0.68 MeV, respectively. The pronounced
low-frequency crossing is similar to that observed at a rotational
144
frequency of 0.45 MeV in
Gd and has been associated with the
alignment of an i.-/-, proton pair

[1]. The second band crossing

has similar features as that found in

Gd

at 0.65 MeV and is

interpreted as the intersection of the i>[642]5/2 and

v[651]l/2

orbitals [2]. Theoretical calculations confirm these assignments.
This is the first time that two bands crossing have been observed
in one SD band.
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Figure 1.

The yrast and first excited SD bands in

145
Gd.
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In the deformed even-even Sm and Gd isotopes, the octupole K=0 ,
1~, 2~, 3~ bands have been theoretically expected to appear[1] as
well as

the ground-, 3- and

y-bands.

The y-band and

the K=0

octupole band in the deformed Gd isotopes have been observed at
rather constant excitation energies. However, other octupole bands
are not well established except for the K=l

band in 158Gd. The

experimental research of the octupole bands in 156Gd is strongly
desired to establish the existence of the octupole K=0 , 1 , 2 ,
3- bands. This is one of the fundamentally important subjects in
the nuclear collective model. It is also very interesting to note
that the K=l

octupole band suddenly comes lower than the K=0

band only in the case of 158Gd.
existence/feature of K=l

It is desired to investigate the
156

band in the neighboring nucleus

Gd.

It was also suggested that the El matrix element was important as
well

as

the

E3

matrix

element
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to

reproduce

the

population

154
154
probabilities of the octupole bands both in
Sm and
Gd[2][3].
154
A new band crossing the p-band in
Sm was identified in the
Coulomb excitation experiment[2]. Since
Gd is a neighboring
154
isotone of
Sm, we may expect to observe such a new band also in
Gd.
In order to elucidate the structures of the several bands of
Gd, multiple Coulomb excitation of this nucleus was employed at
Nordball. The target was an isotopically-enriched self-supporting
1S6
2
foil of
Gd and 1.0 mg/cm in thickness. Two kinds of beams of
OO

118 MeV

CQ

S and 225 MeV

OO

Ni were used.

Backscattered

CO

S or

Ni

particles were detected with five large PSDs of multi-stripe type
for Doppler-shift

correction

of measured

y-ray energies.

PSDs were specially designed, and the solid angle for

These

particle

detection was 65% of the backward hemisphere. Events of coulomb
excitation

were

registered

in

the

of particle—y or
32
particle-y y.
About 62 million events for the
S beam and 84
58
million events for the
Ni beam were collected.
The preliminary result of the
presented
members

in
of

refs.
the

[3]. In

ground-band,

list

S +

the
the

Ni

mode

Gd

experiment has been

+

y-band,

Gd
the

experiment,

the

/3-band

the

and

octupole-bands were multiple-Coulomb excited. The data analysis to
get transition matrix elements is in progress.
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MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE RESIDUAL INTERACTION FOR

PB

DETERMINED FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA

M.T.

a

Rejmund, M. Schramma, K.H. Maier a , H. Grawe a

Hahn-Meitner Institute, Glienlcker Str. 100,
14109 Berlin, Germany

As reported in last years [1, 2] wave functions for many excited
208
states
of
Pb
could
be
derived
strictly
from
experimental data.The wave functions are assumed to consist only of
one particle - one hole excitations and are therefore described by
the

amplitudes

of

these

excitations. The

amplitudes

have

been

determined from spectroscopic factors and branching ratios of the
y -decay and requiring orthonormaiity of the wave functions.
This analysis has now been carried on more quantitatively [3,
4], so that errors could be assigned to many amplitudes. Table 1
shows for example the wave functions of the five lowest 6
Errors of the amplitudes below 0. 1 are found for

states.

16 of the 25

amplitudes.The remaining 9 amplitudes are so little sensitive to
the experimental data, that no errors can be stated; this means
that

these

amplitudes are not well

determined

at all.Since

the

uncertainties of the wave functions are now known, one can draw
further reaching conclusions.
Inversion of the Schrodinger equation gives a simple system of
linear equations by which all matrix elements of the Hamiltonian
can be

calculated

from

the amplitudes. These can be used for
208
calculations of nuclei around
Pb. It is even more interesting,
to use this set of data in an attempt to better understand the
residual interaction of the shell model in general.
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Table 1: Empirical amplitudes of the wave functions of the 6
208

states in

Pb

3919

Energy[keV]

99(10)

v2

**/2ZfS>2

-9(10)
-18(2)

9/2 2d 3/2

10(4)

21(2)

93(3)

'2g9/23p3/2

3(2)

-7(2)

29(5)

""ll/Z2^

0

It is found
that

-2(2)

0(10) 97(3)

ll/2 3p i/2

7rlh

is

0

0

that the "realistic" Kuo-Brown

derived

4480

4761

amplitude X 100

Conf.

yli

4383

4206

from

the

potential

2

0

12(10) 2(10)
-27(9)

-5(10)

93

19

-20

97

[5, 6] interaction,

between

free

nucleons,is

already quite close to the 'measured' matrix elements. The result
of an effort to find some regularities
elements

is

presented

in

figure

1.

in the empirical matrix
The

apparent

trends

as

indicated by the lines are not understood.
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Figure

1:

Diagonal

particle-hole

matrix elements of
208
interaction
in
Pb

the empirical
as

function

residual
of

the

semiclassical angle. The orientation of spin relative to orbital
angular momentum in a, b is indicated and states of natural and
unnatural parity are distinguished.

1.2 Experimental methods
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PDCO: POLARIZATIONAL-DlRECTlONAL CORRELATION FROM ORIENTED NUCLEI

S.G.Rohozinskia, K.Starosta, Ch.Droste, T.Morek, J.Srebrny

Institute of Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University, Warsaw

The information about spins and parities of excited states is
crucial for nuclear structure studies. In a modern "in-beam" gamma
spectroscopy
from

an directional

oriented

nuclei

correlation

(DCO)

is

between

widely

used

y-rays

method

emitted

for

spin

assignment. But it does not give information about parities.
To determine spins and parities one should combine results of
the DCO analysis with linear polarization of y-transitions.

In a

large multidetector systems (as, for example, in EUROBALL) the new
generation detectors (CLOVER or/and CLUSTER) are or will be used
soon.

A

segmented

construction

of

these

detectors

and

their

position in the array (perpendicular to the beam axis) make them a
good

tool

for

y-polarization

measurements.

A

large

total

efficiency of the modern multidetector system allows to carry out
coincidence measurements between the y-ray polarimeters and the
remaining y-ray detectors.
Let us assume that as a result of a heavy ion reaction a
nuclear state of spin I

and parity n

emission of two photons (y

and y ) through an intermediate state

1

I ,7i

to

a

final

state

deexcited via successive

2

I ,n

(fig. 1).

Because

of

a

nuclear

reaction, the spins of the considered nucleus are aligned and the
value

of

<r(I )

determines

distribution.

Gamma

multidetector

system

the

transitions
from which,

width
are

of

magnetic

observed

for a sake of

substate

using

large

simplicity,

we

shall consider only two detectors, at least one of them sensitive
to polarization. The geometry of the experiment is shown in fig.2.
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Io "o

Fig. 1.Decay

of a n oriented

transition

initial

is characterized

nuclear

state.

by m u l t i p o l a r i t i e s

T h e gamma
L, L' and

mixing parameter 5.

BEAM

Fig. 2 Two gamma detectors from
positions
polarimeter

are
is

defined

by

placed

at

detector at -9 , <p .

the aiultidetector
angles
0,, ^

*1>*1
whereas

system,

and

the

*2><P2'

.heir
The

directional

We have derived

a general

formula

for double

correlation

which allows to calculate:
1.

the correlation between the linear polarization of both
y-rays emitted in directions

0 ,<p and •& ,<f> . In this case

two detectors should be sensitive to linear polarization.
2.

the correlation between the linear polarization of the
y-ray emitted in direction Q , 0

and the accompanying y-ray

emitted in direction 0 ,4> . In this case only one of the
detectors should be sensitive to linear polarization.

In

the following we refer to this type of correlation as PDCO
which

is

an

acronym

of

Polarizational-Directional

Correlation from Oriented Nuclei.

The double correlations according the formula mentioned above
is a function of:
1. all spins and parities of the considered nuclear states
(I,7i,I,ir,I,ir)
o o l l 2 2

2. multipolarities (I^.L ' .L .L ' ) and mixing ratios

(8^8^

3. population of magnetic substates (<r(I ))
4.

all

the angles which define

the position of

detectors

or/and polarimeters (d ,tf, 0 = 4> -<j> )
5. angles defining directions of the photon electric vectors.

In the particular cases our formula describes the following
well know situations:
1. when both y-detectors

are not

sensitive

to the

linear

polarization, the formula allows to calculate DCO ratio
2.

when

only

one

detector

polarization

and

we

emission

directions

is

integrate
of

the

sensitive
over

all

accompanying

to

the

the

linear
possible

radiation,

the

formula describes the polarization angular distribution of
gamma radiation emitted from oriented nuclei
3. when PDCO is measured for <r(I ) -> « the formula describes
o
polarizational-directional

correlation

of

y-rays

emitted

from unorlented source. In the case of in-beam spectroscopy
such a situation corresponds to the decay of the long lived
isomeric state.
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0.6

Fig. 3 Polarization P as a function of the directional
r

~1

detector

2

position (tf ,<j>) for the cascade 5 — > 4 =-> 2. It is assumed
that polarimeter is placed in the direction perpendicular to
the beam.
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Fig. 4. Polarization P as a function of cr/I for cascade 6->4->2.
The polarimeter and the directional detector are located at
o
0
=i? =90 . The angle <p is equal to 0 or 130 .
1

2

The results of the preliminary analysis of PDCO presented
bellow are given for the case in which the first gamma transition
(y

from

fig.1)

is

detected

in

polarimeter

placed

at

# =90

relative to the beam direction, whereas the second gamma ray (r )
is registered by the directional detector placed at d . We have
found that:
1. polarization depends strongly (fig.3) on the angles *
<t> = <l> ~4>

(for

pendence

polarization

of

definition
vs

see

fig. 2).

normal

Such

detector

and

strong
position

suggests that the PDCO formula ought to be used in a case
when:
a. multidetector array consists only of a few detectors
which

are

angle

and

not

uniformly

some

distributed

directions

are

over

not

full

solid

"covered"

by

detectors.
b. detectors have different efficiencies.
2. polarization depends significantly on <r(I ) -see fig.4.
This dependence can be used

(together with DCO ratio) to

determine value of <r, when one has a complete knowledge
about spins and multipolarities.
3. when o-(I ) is known one can calculate

the polarization

P vs the DCO-ratio for different spin sequences and mixing
parameters 6. Contours presented in fig.5 show ability to
distinguish

spin sequence

as well

as mixing

ratios.

If

ambiguity occurs (e.g. the contours do cross each other)
similar contours plotted for the another geometry can be
helpful.

The analysis of abilities of the mentioned above PDCO method
is now continued.
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Fig.5.

Contours

in the polarization P and DCO-ratio

plane for

different spin sequences and mixing parameters. Squares a and
triangles A on the contour correspond

to arc tg 5=±90 and

arc tg 5=0, respectively. The polarimeter and the directional
O

detector

are

placed

at tf =# =90

oararaeter o-/I=O.3 is assumed.

0

and

0

<p =0 , 180 .
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UWIS ISOTOPE SEPARATOR

A. Vojtasiewicz

The

target

production and

the

ion

implantation are

the main

works at t he UWIS isotope separator laboratory.
During 1994 we performed mostly the target production of the Ar,
Kr and Xe isotopes using the trapping method [1].
To improve the target deposition conditions a new turbomolecular
pump (Baiters TPU 240) was installed in the implantation chamber
of the separator. That allows to obtain the vacuum about one order
of magnitude higher during target deposition.
The targets were designed for the Coulomb excitations studies in
the heavy ions nuclear reactions.
More details concerning these targets are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Targets produced in 1994 at the UWIS separator

Isotope

Raw material

Backing

Target

foil

diameter

Target
thickness

[mm]

40

[jug/cm ]

Ar

natural Ar

Cu

30

8 to 10

Kr
129
" Xe
129
Xe

natural Kr

Cu

30

8 to 35

natural Xe

Cu

30

10 to 45

natural Xe

Cu

50

80

84

We have also continued the ion implantation of the wood samples.
This

work

is

Agricultural
Department

performed

University,

in

collaboration

Faculty

of

Wood

with

the

Technology,

Warsaw
Physics

[2]. A series of wood samples (beech, pine, oak) was

51

irradiated with the 50 keV
was 10

Fe ion beam. The implantation dose

atoms/cm .

As a whole we had made 21 large surface Ar, Kr and Xe targets
and implanted 12 wood samples with high

Fe doses.
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EXPERIMENTAL

TEST

OF

BELL'S

INEQUALITIES

USING

1994

ANGULAR

CORRELATION OF COMPTON"SCATTERED ANNIHILATION PHOTONS

S.Osuch, N. Popkiewicz, Z. Szeflinski, Z. Vilhelmi

Introduction
Bell's inequalities apply to any correlated measurement on an
ensemble of two correlated systems, for which the measurement
taken separately appear random. For instance, quantum mechanics
predicts

strong

correlations

of

measurements

of

linear

polarizations performed on two photons belonging to the same pair.
In 1935 Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR) proposed that quantum
mechanics was incomplete, in an effort to rescue locality [1]. In
order to account for the observed correlations, supplementary
parameter

(common property of both members of the pair) was

proposed in addition to the state vector which is the same for all
emitted pairs. This natural supplement, called hidden variable
leads to the conclusion that quantum mechanics is not a complete
description of physical reality.
Assuming existence of hidden variables Bell showed that the
expected
taken

correlations coefficients for

at

four

possible

sets

of

the joint measurements

orientations

of

measuring

instruments cannot take any set of values, but they are restricted
by

the

so-called

Bell's

inequalities

which

state

that

the

combination of four correlation coefficients S is between -2 and
+2 for any hidden variable theory. Bell proved that any local
hidden variable (LHV) theory based on the concepts of locality and
reality would be inconsistent with some predictions of quantum
mechanics [2]. In the experiment of EPR type measuring correlation
of

polarization

orientations
mechanics

for

of

pairs

which

of

the

photons

quantity

there
S

exist

predicted

a
by

set

of

quantum

violates Bell's inequality reaching the value of 2v 2.
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When physicists realized the wide generality of Bell's theorem,
they performed many experiments in order to test the inequalities
derived for LHV models. Already on the road to Bell's Theorem the
Wu-Shaknov [3] experiment was performed and identified by Bohm and
Aharonov

[4], as

the

Schrodinger-Furry

first

hypothesis

experimental

for

the

EPR

refutation
paradox.

of

The

the
first

experiment by Wu-Shaknov was based on pairs of y -rays produced in
the

annihilation

of

positronium.

The

first

measurements

gave

contradictory results, but in 1975 clear agreement with quantum
mechanics was established [5].
Thanks to the progress in lasers, efficient source of pairs of
visible photons was build. The pairs of EPR photons produced in
40
radiative cascade in
Ca were employed in the experiments of
Clauser et al [6]. All early, above

mentioned experiments, used

only one channel polarizers, so the comparison of the experimental
results

with

supplementary
convincing

Bell's

inequalities

assumptions.

indications

was

However

indirect

all

these

in favour of quantum

and

based

tests

had

on

given

mechanics and

they

opened the way to second generation experiments of Alain Aspect et
al. [7]. In order to perform assumption of locality in the optical
measurements of correlation coefficients of polarization of photon
pairs,

the

result

of

a measurement

by

directly

influenced

by

the orientation

located.

In

to

check

order

a

polarizer

of

Einstein's

cannot

the other,

causality

be

remotely

one

should

consider experiments in which the settings of the polarizers are
changed randomly in time which is short compared to the time of
flight of photon at a distance between polarizers. This condition
was fulfilled by Aspect et al. in the set-up in which the settings
were changed during the flight of the photons, by a switch which
was able to redirect the photon towards one of two polarizers in
two different orientations.

The experiment and results

Though

ideal

polarization

analysers

like

polaroids

or

birefringent crystals do not exist for high energy y rays, Compton
scattering offers to measure the relative polarization of y-rays
from two-quantum annihilation of positrons. The scattering of one
photon is performing a partial analysis of the polarization of the
other

photon.

One might

expect

photon at certain azimuthal

that

angle

56

finding

Compton

corresponds

scattered

to finding

the

linear polarization at the perpendicular angle. Thus, in the case
of two annihilation photons, one might guess that
scattered

quanta

would

tend

to

scatter

in

the

Compton

perpendicular

directions.
The

assumption

of

locality

in

the

optical

measurements

of

polarization of photon pairs, cannot be easily realized because
the settings of the polaryzers cannot be changed randomly in short
time. The Compton scattering, vice-versa gives unique opportunity
to set a scheme in which several two-channel polarymeters can be
adjusted

to

measure

independently

polarizations

of

two-photon

state (EPR state). The relative linear polarization of y-rays from
two-quantum

annihilation

scattering.

The

of

positrons

experimental

was

measured

arrangement

used

to

by

Compton

measure

the

relative linear polarization of y -rays in order to investigate
the Bell's inequalities is shown schematically in Fig.1. Positrons
22
were emitted by
Na radioactive source of activity A = 5 mCi (170
MBq).

The source was placed

in a cylindrical container made of

copper which slid into rectangular hole, to fix it in the lead
collimator.
The collimator of 30 cm length has cylindrical holes of 2 cm
diameter. The positrons annihilate in the Cu stopper placed 1.5 mm
from the source. The annihilation photons are emitted in opposite
directions

along

the symmetry

axis

which

is

selected

by

lead

collimator. Both annihilation photons are scattered by cylindrical
plastic

scintillator

of

dimensions

*

=

3

cm

x

symmetrically at the distance of 18.5 cm from

5

cm,

placed

the source

(see

Fig.2). The dimensions of the scatterer were limited in order to
minimize the chance of multiple Compton scattering.
The total energy resolution of the scatterer was measured to be
89

keV

for

registration

corresponding

to

of

annihilation

electrons
photons

of

energy

scattered

236

for

keV,

82 .

The

scattered photons are registered by eight BaF ? scintillators set
on

both

sides

scattering

at

polar

angle

axis of 35.8 cm forming

selected orientations a,a',
registering
relative

82°, at

Compton

azimuthal

the distance

set of

four

polarizers

and b,b'. Each pair of

scattered
scattering

y-rays
angles

at
of

polar
90 ,

from

the
at

y-detectors

angle

82

establish

and
one

two-channel polarymeter. For each polarymeter assembly consisting
of scatterer S and two analysing detectors D M , DJ^ there are only
two possible outcomes: coincidence count in S - D,, and coincidence
count S - Dj.
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bii

b l

RIGHT SCATTERER

COLLIMATOR

LEFT SCATTERER

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of scattering geometry for the experiment of the test of Bell's
inequality violation.
BaF d e t e c t o f 2"x2"

LEFT SCATTERER

INNER LEAD COLLIMATOR

LEAD COLLIMATOR
/

Na-22 SOURCE
RIGHT SCATTERER

™

25.0 cm
30.0 cm
37.0 cm

BaF detector 2-x2"

Fig. 2 Schematic view, to scale, of the experimental arrangement. The length and
diameter of the collimator is 30 cm and 2cm respectively. The distance between the
source and face of the scatterer is 18.5 cm. The scattered photons are registered by
BaF2 scintillators set at polar angle 82°, at the distance from the scattering axis of 35.8

cm.

The polarization measurements then become similar to Stern-Gerlach
measurements for spin 1/2 particles except for analysing power of
our polarymeters A < 1. On the other hand,

in our set-up

the

polarization analysers are kept at two fixed orientations a,a' on
one side, and b,b' on the other side, what allows to determine two
different

orientations

polarymeters

adjusted

polarization

of

of

at

both

polarization.

orientations

annihilation

Four

a,a',

photons

and

identical

b,b'

emitted

in

measure
opposite

direction. The polarymeter consists of scatterer and two analysing
detectors
set-up

placed

at

relative

azimuthal

action-at-a-distance

in

angles

the

of

90 .

relativistic

In our

sense

is

precluded, since both photon impinging scatterers have choice to
demonstrate

various

polarizations

until

they

impinge

scatterer

(first photon have choice to demonstrate polarization a or a' , but
the second photon can demonstrate polarization b or b ' ) . It is
easy to imagine that instrumental mechanism
correlated

coincidence

events

is

in producing highly

excluded.

To

test

locality

condition, we do not require to change the orientations a and a'
of the polarymeters while the correlated photons are in flight.
In order to test the Bell's inequalities we consider to measure
the combination S of four possible correlation coefficients, in
one setting of four polarymeters. The polarymeters at
orientations

(a,b),

corresponding

(a,b'),

correlation

(a'.b) and

(a'.b') will measure the
ECa.b*' ), E(ap,t>)

coefficients E(a,^) p

and E(a',b'). Each correlation coefficient can
-> $\

~ •L* x

I* i

adjusted

be determined as:

UL' •""

•"•' 1_

R(a,,,^H)+R(a|
,^«)
± ,xb\ )+R(a,,± ,6*. )+R(a,
±

1 II

<b

II

where R (a ••, b ••), R(a^, b ^ ) , R(aii,bj^) and R(a^, bii) denotes respective
coincidence counting rate between two polarymeters set at opposite
sides of the source with orientations (a,b). We required a 4-fold
time

coincidence

detectors
selected

among

responding
by

the

on

the

two

opposite

collimator.

scatterers
sides

Additionally

of

and

two

the

symmetry

we

analysing

required

energy deposit in each detector, 236 keV in scatterer

axis

relevant

and 275 keV

in analysing detector. This condition is equivalent to requirement
of the total energy loss equal to the energy of the annihilation
photon
Using

(511 keV).
fourfold

coincidence

technique, we

single run the 16 coincidence rates R,
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have

measured

in

the

which determines four

correlation coefficients yielding directly S values defined as:

S = E(a,t) - E(t,P) + E(a\3) + ECa',3')
The quantity S is subject to the Bell's inequalities:
-2 * S s 2
The coincidence rate was measured as a function of azimuthal
angle (defined as it is shown on Fig.3) between polarymeters *. In
the ideal polarymeter

the probability p of correct response is

equal to 1. In the case of compton polarymeter, the probability p
of

the right response is

smaller (p < 1), on the other hand the

probability of the false response
polarymeter consisting of

(1-p) > 0. For the compton

a point source, point scatterer and

point analysing detectors, for annihilation photons scattered at
82° the probability p=0.846.-

In order to determine p value

for

our polarymeters, the correlation function E(90 ) was measured.
The average value of the probability p was determined from the
formula :
2
2
2
E = p + (1-p ) - 2p(l-p) = (2p - 1)

^
=*

+ l

p =
2

The probability of the right response was determined to be p =
0.816. Using p value one can define analysing power A of the
polarymeter.
p - (1-p)
A =

= 2p - 1
p - (1-p)

Thus it can be shown that for real polarymeter with analysing
power A, the measured value of function
S = S-A2

S

reduces to:

The Bell's inequality tested using real polarymeters with the
value of analyzing power of a polarymeter equal to A, takes the
form :
|S r | * 2 A Z
For our polarymeter (see Table 1) the Bell's inequality takes the
form:
|S | ^ 0.802
The review of the properties of the polarymeters discussed above
is shown in Table 1.
The analysing power of the polarymeter A s 1 reduces the value of
function "S" calculated according to quantum mechanics for pairs
of annihilation photons what is demonstrated on Fig. 4.

60

Fig. 3. Polarymeters orientations used in the measurement; <>| is azimuthal angle.

Table 1. Some properties of selected polarymeters.
Type of polarymeter
Ideal polarymeter
The ideal compton polatrymeter
The real compton polatrymeter

i

2

P
1
0.846
0.817

A
1
0.691
0.633

E(90°)
1
0.478
0.401

ideal polarymater
ideal conptonpolarymeter
real compton polaryrnat«r

.2

•5 -2
S -3
20

40

60

80

t»

Azimuthal angle [deg]

Fig.4. The influence of the analysing power of the polarymeter on the function "S"
calculated according to quantum mechanics for pairs of annihilation photons assumed
to be polarized at right angles.

The values of "S" function determined from the measurements of
coincidence rates at different orientations of the polarymeters
parameterized by the azimuthal angle <p are shown on Fig 5. As it
is

seen

a

good

agreement

between

the

prediction of quantum
2
mechanics and experimental data is observed (2 =1.34). Our data
shows also violation of the Bell's inequality |S | s 0.802, what
can lead to the rejection of the local hidden variable hypothesis.
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Using the FOPI facility at GSI Darmstadt, complete data of Au on Au collisions at 150/4 MeV
were collected for charged products {Z = 1-15) at laboratory angles 1° < Qi.b < 30". Central
collisions were selected by applying various criteria. The kinetic energy spectra of fragments from
an isolated midrapidity source are investigated in detail for center-of-mass angles 25° < 9 c . m <
45°. The heavy products (Z >3) are used to determine the collective energy which is found to be
at least 10/1 MeV.
PACS numbers: 25.70.Pq

The origin of transverse flow observed in collisions of
nuclei at intermediate energies (5O-1OOOJ4 MeV) is at
present a highly debated issue. It may involve different phenomena, e.g., (i) the release of compressional energy [1-3], (ii) momentum dependent forces [4], (iii) inmedium cross sections [5], and (iv) the thermal pressure
burst [6].
For not too small impact parameters, where the presence of a reaction plane can be determined experimentally, the flow of matter was observed in plane ("side
splash" [7], directivity [8]) and out of plane ("squeeze
out" |9] ). Mostly light charged particles (p, a) but partly
also clusters (Z > 3) were measured; the latter were
claimed to carry a clearer signal of the collective motion
{10]. The presence of flow was deduced from transverse
346K

momentum analysis [11] and from the observed azimuthal
distributions.
Little is known about flow for small impact parameters towards the very central collisions (6 —*0): in such
a situation the reaction plane disappears, the azimuthal
distributions become isotropic, and the normal flow analyses are not applicable any more. However, central collisions are particularly interesting since, for them, stopping, compression, and equilibration are expected to be
largest and all the initial kinetic energy is deposited into
"one source" located at midrapidity [12]: this gTeatly
simplifies the collision dynamics, reduces surface effects,
and enhances volume effects. For 6 — 0. pronounced
flow effects were predicted by hydrodynamical calculations [13] and earlier attempts to explain various data
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Evidence for Stopping in Heavy-Ion Collisions from a Study of llurd-Plioton Source Velocities
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(Received 25 Ociohcr I ' m )
We present d:ua on hard-photon produclion in " A r + ' " A u and " A r + " C collisions .il 95 McV/
nuclcon. The photon source velocity Ps is investigated us a function of system size, photon energy, ami
impact parameter. In ihe heavy system. Ps is found to be sizahly smaller than /)i«,,,^2. except for »cry
peripheral reactions. This unambiguously demonstrates that at intermediate huniuardiug energies photon emission is not solely dominated by fust-chance p-n collisions, but carries also information on the
later, slopping phase of the reaction.
I'ACS numbers: 25 70.-i

I lard-|)lu)ii)(i emission has' proven lo be ot\c of (he
cleanest probes of inicrmediaic-cncrgy nucleus-nucleus
collisions: Iligh-energy photons arc produced directly in
I he reaction /one anil leave it virtually inlcraction Tree,
ollcring thus an unlainlcd view of the collision dynamics.
Since the lirst measurements by Beard et al I I I , Grossc
ri ul. |2|. JIUI Alamanos et al. 131 a large amount of
mostly inclusive data has been accumulated, from which
the following gross characteristics emerge [-4.5J: (i)
Above 30 McV, i.e.. the giant-resonance tlecay region,
the hard-phoion spectrum has an exponential shape, with
.in inverse slope parameter increasing with bombarding
energy, (ii) us angular distribution is strongly forward
peaked in the laboratory frame, but transformed into the
niiclcon-miclvbii c m . frame (with P»N "Phe4nj2), it is
nearly isotropic. with a small dipolc component: (tii) its
intensity scales with the number of individual leading
proton-neutron collisions
Recent exclusive measurements |-l.6-')| have shown in addition that (he photon
multiplicity strongly increases with decreasing unpacl paramclcr. until maximum nuclear overlap, and that the energy spectra concomilanlly lend lo become harder.
This body of experimental evidence has often led lo interpret hard photons as brcmsslrahlung produced mainly
in incoherent first-chance p-n collisions and probing
therefore ihc very early, most violent stage of a nuclear
reaction 1-1.51 In this picture, subsequent iV-(V collisions,
leading gradually lo a complete damping of (he relative
motion, would contribute only little. On the other hand,
in the extreme of complete thermalization. most propertics of hard-photon emission can also be described reasonably well in statistical models [101. A statistical or dissipalivc mechanism, however, implies more than one generaliou of .V-iV collisions and necessarily leads lo some
I 608

degree of stopping of the incoming projectile nuclcuns
For complete slopping the photons would appear to OIIBI
natc from Ihe nucleus-nucleus c m . system, rulhcr ih.ni
from the ,V-,V c m . system. Ihe velocities of which diller
only in reactions between mass-asymmetric paitners In
this Letter we present clear evidence for strong deviations
of Ihc photon source velocily /Jy from PNN. observed in an
exclusive study of hard-photon emission in the .isyni
metric read ions ) 4 A f l - " 7 A u and ' * A r + " C .u l>5 McV/
nuclcon
In a measurement performed al C A N 11., gold targets
of 20 m g / c m l and carbon targets of 15 nig/cm ; were ir
radiated with a .95 MeV/nuclcon l 6 Ar beam of lypicilN
0.5 particle nA. Photons were registered in 320 Hal-;
detectors from Ihc two-arm photon spectrometer l A I ' S
( I I I . arranged in 5 blocks of 6-1 scinlillalors each I In:
blocks were placed in Ihe horizontal plane al a distance ol
62 cm from the target, covering angles from 35° to I 6 i 3
with respect lo the beam axis Furthermore, all Hal •
crystals were equipped with individual plastic charged
particle veto (CPV) detectors. This setup yielded i
detection ellicicncy of 12.3% for photons (wiih E, SL W
MeV) and of 1.6% for neutral pions. The UaFj signals
were timed against the accelerator RF. yielding i
F W I I M lime resolution of < 550 ps Light charged p.ir
tides (LCP) were dclccied and identified in the KV1 lor ward wall (FW) made of 60 plastic-scinlillaior phoswich
detectors [ I 2 l . covering an angular range ol 0 — 3.5" 2'l° Finally, projeclilelike fragments (PLF) were registered in the G A N I L magnetic specirograph SI'LCi l l J l
positioned at 0°, giving an angular acceptance ol ± 2 0°
both horizontally and vertically Wiih a magnetic lield
selling at 93.5% of (he beam rigidity, we obtained PI I
charge and mass resolutions of respectively I) 6 and 1) -

OO3I-';OO7/9'I/72(I I )/l608(-l)S06.00
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Heavy Ion Coulomb Excitation and Gamma Decay Studies of the One
and Two Phonon Giant Dipole Resonances in 208 Pb and 209Bi
P. E Mueller. T R. Beene, F. I?.. Bertrand, VI. L. Halbert, D. H. Olive, and R. L. Varner
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge. Tennessee .3783 1. USA
B. Sherrill and M. Thoennessen
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Projectile - photon coincidences were measured for the scattering ot an 30 MeV/nucleon
''•'Zn beam from 2O8Pb and M9Bi targets at the GAN1L heavy ion accelerator facility.
Piojectiledike particles between 0.5° and 4.5'' relative to the incident beam direction were
detected in the SPEC energy loss spectrometer where their momentum, charge, and mass
were determined. Photons were detected in the BaF^ scintillation detector array TAPS.
Light charged particles produced in the reaction were detected in the KVl Forward Wall.
The analysis'of the data acquired in this experiment is focused on three different phenomena: (1) the two phonon giant dipole resonance. (2) time dependence ot the decay
f)l the one phonon giant dipole resonance, and (3) giant resonance strength in projectile
nuclei.
1. MOTIVATION
Intermediate energy, high Z beams are excellent probes ol giant resonance strength in
heavy nuclei. In a previous measurement on 2O8Pb using a beam of 05 MeV/uucleon lfiAr
the cross section in the peak of the giant dipole resonance (GDR) region was 16 b/sr
while the continuum cross section at 35 MeV was only 120 mb/sr [L|. This peak to
continuum ratio is a factor of 40 greater than that of an earlier experiment using a beam of
'Oak Ridge National Laboratory is managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc mulct contract
DlvAC05-8'IOrV2HO() with the United States Department of Energy.
'Supported by the National Science Foundation.
(Ilscvier Science B.V.
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Abstract
Hard photon production was investigated in the system " 6 Kr+ "'"Ni at 60 A MeV for a wide range of impact parameters The
parameters characteristic of hard photon emission such as source velocities, angular distributions and energy specira were studied
from peripheral to central collisions. The energy spectrum is seen to be strongly dependent on the centrality of the collision
reflecting both a static and dynamic momentum distribution of the nucleons inside the collision zone.
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° f d a l a l l a V C b C C n Collected on the produclion ol hard
photons in inclusive heavy-ion collisions. These cover
a wide range of targcl-projectilc Combinations and
energies between 15 and 124 MeV/u. From the sysiem a ( i c s [ 3 I j ,w a s deduced that the hard photons mainly
.
'. .
.
originate
from the incoherent superposition
ol bremsb
' '
Sttahlung radiation emitted during Individual hist
chance neutron-proton collisions within the participant
zone. A lew experiments since have investigated the
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Intensity correlations between hard photons produced in heavy ion collisions have been measured
for E-, > 2.5 MeV in the reaction Kr —nalNi at 60.4 MeV bombarding energy. The observed
correlation pattern is interpreted in terms of intensity interference. A correlation length of C =
Ih = 1 MeV is found and the deduced photon source extent is discussed.
PACS numbers: 25.70.Pq
Since the discovery '\< of quantum statistical interference between identical particles emitted from a chaotic
source, the two-particle correlation technique has been
used extensively in subatomic physics to extract its
space-time dimensions - 3 1 . The interference arises from
the inability ro distinguish between identical particles
and che syinmetnzation (for bosons) or antisymmecrization (for fermions) of the two-particle wave function. An
often cited and comparable method was introduced by
R. Hanbury-Brown and R.Q. Twiss in radio astronomy
for photons where intensity interference patterns were
observed at optical and longer wavelengths (4j. However,
no attempts have been made as yet to test the presence of
this effect between photons at "/-ray wavelengths. Such
photons are an ideal probe to exploit quantum statistical interference effects in nuclear physics, because they
are only weakly absorbed in nuclear matter and do not
experience strong final-state interactions, in contrast to
light charged particles and pions.
Phocons produced in heavy ion collisions at several
rens of A MeV in the region above the giant dipole resonance {E-. > 25 MeV1 mainly represent the incoherent
inporposition ot bremsstrahlung emitted from individual
proton-neutron collisions 5.61. Dynamical phase space
calcinations 5i indicate that, due to Pauli blocking, only
3-4

the first-chance collisions effectively produce these hard
photons. Therefore the average time scale of the production of hard photons should be of the order of the
duration of a single nucleon-nucleon collision, while rhe
source size should be restricted to the overlap zone of the
two interacting nuclei at the early stage of the collision.
This is in sharp contrast to the emission of light charged
particles that has been shown to be more sensitive to the
freeze-out time [~.3]. In this Letter for the first time results are presented from a measurement of hard photon
intensity correlations at intermediate energies. We find
that the observed pattern can be interpreted in terms of
intensity interference.
The major experimental difficulties are the low production cross section (a few /ib) of two coincident hard
photons and the high TT° — 2~' background, requiring an
efficient setup, high angular and energy resolutions, and
an effective background suppression (hadrons. e+ e~ conversion pairs, and cosmic ravs). The reaction was 16 Kr
on n a t Ni at 60A MeV. The 1 6 Kr beam W.LS delivered by
the GANIL accelerators at an average intensity of 10 electrical nA. The nickel target was 11.89 mg, cm' thick and
rotated by 10° from the direction vertical to the beam
axis. The total accumulated beam was i.l .< 10 1 ' panicles.
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VERY ENERGETIC PHOTONS
FROM HEAVY-ION COLLISIONS*
T.

MATULEWICZ

GANIL Caen
for the TAPS Collaboration
(GANIL, Giessen, GSI, Groningen, Valencia)
(Received September 21, 1993)
For the first time single photons with energies up to 6 times the beam
energy per nucleon have been measured in a heavy-ion reaction. The
reaction studied was Kr+Ni at 60 A MeV. In the nucleon-nucleon center
of mass system the spectra exhibit an exponential shape with an inverse
slope parameter E o = 20 MeV. Bremsstrahlung in individual NN collisions
is the origin of the highest energy photons, as for the lower energy ones.
PACS numbers: 25.70. -z
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
Production of very energetic particles is the unique tool to study the
initial phase of a collision between heavy nuclei well above the Coulomb
barrier (for a recent review, see [1, 2]). In this first phase of such a collision,
where the initial collective motion has not been dissipated, one expects
maximum energy density and compression to be reached, allowing to study
the equation of state of nuclear matter.
Of great interest is the production of particles like photons, scalar and
vector mesons, dileptons and antinucleons, which do not exist as real particles in the nucleus, but are created in the course of the collision. The subthreshold production of these particles (below their free nucleon-nucleon
threshold) allows for a clear separation of the initial and final stage of the
reaction, as in the latter their production is strongly suppressed because of
Pauli blocking. To be detected, the particles have to come out of the nuclear
matter where they are produced. Interacting only via the electromagnetic
* Presented at the XXIII Mazurian Lakes Summer School on Nuclear Physics,
Piaski, Poland, August 18-28, 1993.
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ABSTRACT
'Hie PROMICE and WASA collaborations arc engaged in studies of meson production in protonproton and proton-dcutcron collisions and of proton-proton bremsstrahlung and in searches for dibaryons at
The Svcdbcrg Laboratory in Uppsala, Sweden. In parallel the WASA collaboration prepares a An detector
sysicm for studies of rare decays of the K and T) mesons and of other rare processes liaving cross sections
down to the pico-barn region. Below, results achieved so far and plans for the future will be given.

1. Introduction
The new generation of cooler ion storage rings first proposed by R. Pollock1 are
interesting for many kinds of high precision studies. In Uppsala, interest is focused on the
production of mesons and photons in light ion interactions and on rare decays of the
produced mesons using the CELSIUS accelerator2-3, that has now been operating for four
years. Two teams, WASA and PROMICE, with interest in nuclear and particle physics
collaborate closely using a general purpose detector and internal targets.
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A STUDY OF THE REACTION P P -» ppx0 CLOSE TO THRESHOLD
ANDERS MORTSELL
Department of Radiation Sciences, Uppsala University
Box 535, S - 151 21 Uppsala, Sweden
for
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ABSTRACT
The reaction pp —• ppT° has been measured using the CELSIUS accelerator in Uppsala and the PROMICE/WASA experimental setup. The pions are detected through
their decay photons. Measuring also the protons gives a kinematically complete measurement. The total cross section of the reaction is measured at seven different incident
beam energies, from 280.5 MeV, 0.8 MeV above the kinematical threshold, to 310 MeV.
The measured cross sections agree with those measured at IUCF in the overlapping
region. Below this region the cross section drops rapidly. The data show that the
pions are emitted as s-waves and that the two protons are affected by final-state and
Coulomb interactions.

The advent of storage rings with cooled ion beams have renewed the interest in the
reaction pp—»pp7r°. The precise measurements of the cross section for the reaction
close to the kinematical threshold done at the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility
(IUCF) ' has resulted in a number of papers during the last years. The use of a
cooled ion beam gave data with a much improved precision compared to older data.
The energy dependence of the cross section close to threshold deviated significantly
from what was previously assumed when the cross section was thought to be proportional to J7;^ax, where t}max is the maximum pion momentum in the CMS. With a
proper treatment of the final-state interaction, a power law in rjmax is not expected
and recalculations2' 4> * described the energy dependence of the data well. However,
the absolute value of the cross section could not be reproduced. In addition to the
direct Born term and the pion rescattering term considered in these calculations, Lee
and Riska^ and Horowitz et al. 7 included short-range contributions of the nucleonnucleon interaction and could reproduce the magnitude of the cross section. Terms
involving heavy meson-exchange currents contribute to an increase of the cross section
by a factor of the order of five.
In view of the measurements done at IUCF and the renewed interest in the field,
an experiment was carried out at CELSIUS to measure the pp —> pp^r0 reaction close
to threshold. The method differs from that in the IUCF experiment by using parts
of the future 47r electromagnetic calorimeter, consisting of CsI(Na) scintillators, for
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A Study of the Reaction p + p - » p + p + r| Close to Threshold

UlfSchuberth
Dept. of Radiation Science,
Uppsala University, Box 535, S-751 21 Uppsala, Sweden.
The PROMICEIWASA collaboration
At the CELSIUS storage ring in Uppsala, a detector facility for the study of
meson production in light ion collisions has come into operation. Neutral
mesons, i.e. K° and r\ , are detected with a two-arm CsI(Na) calorimeter
through their decay into two photons. Charged particles and nuclei recoiling in
the forward direction are observed in coincidence with the produced mesons.
During 1993, the reaction p + p-»p + p + ri has been measured at six different
energies between the reaction threshold (Tthr = 1254.6 MeV) and the
maximum energy of CELSIUS (T m a x = 1360 MeV). The eta mesons are
identified in the two-photon invariant mass spectrum and the total cross
section is calculated. Measurements of the two final state protons provides
additional information on the reaction kinematics. In this paper, the
performance of the CsI(Na) calorimeter is presented together with results from
the analysis of the eta production data.
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Activities at CELSIUS
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Abstract

The CELSIUS ring is in operation for storage-ring experiments using very Uiin internal targets and cooled ion beams.
Machine cycles of 2 - 15 minutes are used. Recent developments of llw accelerator and the experiments performed there
arc described.
1. ELECTRON COOLER
During the spring of 1994 CELSIUS'S electron cooler [1] has
shown its usefulness in accumulating-accclcrating-cooling
runs of 160-ions. A stored beam current of 150 }iA of O1*
was obtained in CELSIUS using stripping injection while 1.5
jiA of O5* was received from the cyclotron. Up to 4 mA was
accumulated with the electron cooling system and accelerated
to different energies up to 470 McV/u and cooled again to a
1.5 mm wide beam (at tlic target) with Af)/p » \0~*.
A new collector has been mounted [2]. Measurements
show that the collector efficiency is improved in high-vollage,
high-current operation.
The electron cooler has also been equipped with new clearing electrodes which also act as collimators to stop secondary
electrons that escape from the collector.
2. INSTRUMENTATION
Some new beam diagnostic instrumentation has been added to
the basic instrumentation, which has been described previously [3]. The new instrumentation consists of a system of
background radiation monitors (4], a H° profile monitor, and a
magnesium-jet beam profile monitor [5], which has given results in agreement with those previously measured with a carbon fibre [4].
A wall-gap monitor, intended for high sensitivity and high
bandwidth observations of the ion beams, is to be installed.
3. CONTROLS
3.1 High bandwidth transverse feedback system
A high bandwidth feedback system (dam|>cr) has been constructed in order to be used to damp coherent transverse oscillations of the beam. The position signal from a pickup is

amplified and fed with a proper delay to a kicker. Tests show
that the oscillations, at the betatron sidebands, arc reduced at
frequencies up to at least 20 MIlz.
3.2 Automatic orbit correction
Developing an acceleration cycle for CELSIUS includes creating vector tables for machine parameters thai vary with time
during the machine cycles. To optimize die tables that control
the position of the closed orbit throughout (Jie cycle, an automated orbit correction system has been installed.
The horizontal beam positions in eight of the pickups arc
sampled each time the vectors end (up to 64 times per cycle).
On request of the operator, die position data for one cycle is
transferred to the host computer, which calculates and loads
corrections for (lie vector tables for eight of the back-leg winding power supplies.
33 Low bandwidth radial loop
A radial position feed-back loop has been installed. The position signal from a horizontal pickup, which is put where the
dispersion is large, is used as input. The error signal is fed
back to adjust the magnetic Held in the main dipolc magnets.
Even though it has a bandwidth limitation of 2 Hz (the
CELSIUS dipolc magnets arc not laminated [6]) it makes the
vector tables less critical, especially for acceleration of rclalivistic beams (high energy protons), for which the momentum (and tlius the radial position of the beam) depends
strongly on the revolution frequency.
4. INTERNAL TARGETS
4.1 Cluster-jet target
The cluster-jet target system installed at CELSIUS [7] is in
regular operation for experiments. It Is producing target beams
of hydrogen, deuterium, nitrogen and the noble gases neon,
argon, krypton and xenon in target thicknesses of 1013 - 10M
atoms/cm2. Expensive gases will be liandlcd in a gas rccirculation and cleaning system which is close to be finished.
4.2 Pellet target
A pellet generator producing frozen droplets of hydrogen has
been developed. It gives 40 (.un diameter |)cllcts with velocity
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Some conditions for experiments with thin internal targets
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ABSTRACT
A slum review of ilic internal largcls used for nuclear physics experiments ai ilic
Indiana Cooler, CELSIUS, and COSY is given. Some examples of calculated lifetimes of stored beams are compared with experience from Uppsala, and the luminosity lifetime with the hydrogen pellet target is predicted. Machine Generated experimental background is a concern for studies of small cross sections such as for
p + p —* p\ p+ y.\\. is discussed how the effect of such background is controlled at
CELSIUS.

1. Introduction
*,
The use of very thin internal targets in storage rings allows the undisturbed
detection of reaction products. It also allows much better momentum and spatial resolution than is possible in experiments with thick targets. Studies of meson production
very near threshold have been done with internal targets both in Indiana and in
Uppsala I 1-4|.
In planning internal-target experiments at cooler rings, several factors have to
be taken into account, like choice of target, solid angle available for detection, background conditions and effective luminosity, the latter being related to target material
and thickness, ion species, energy and lifetime, as well as ring and operation characteristics. Some of these aspects will be treated below.
2. Internal Targets and Experimental Considerations
2.1 Supersonic gas-jet targets
A supersonic gas-jet target has been constructed by Spcrisen et al. [5] at the
Indiana Cooler, and used in measurements of the total cross section for the reaction
p + p —» p -t- p + n° close to threshold by Meyer et al. [ 1 ]. The target beam was produced in a nozzle only 7 mm away from the interaction point. A catcher located 14
mm from the nozzle pumped away about half of the gas flow, the rest being removed
in a three-stage differential pumping along the circulating beam. About 60% of the total target thickness of 7 x 1015 atoms/cm2 was due to the target beam with a FWI1M
of 3.3 mm at the intersection point. The main contribution to the remaining 40% of
the target thickness came from the pressure in the first pumping stage along the 164
' O n l e a v e Im m t h e I n s t i t u t e o f E x p e r i m e n t a l P h y s i c s , W a r s a w U n i v e r s i t y , W a i s a w , I ' o l a n d
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A b s t r a c t : Collisions of Au on Au at an incident energy of 150 A MeV are
investigated using the FOPI-device. General features of the collision dynamics with its
evolution from a drsp-inelastic to a participant spectator picture is considered and the
apparent descrepancy between energy deposition in central collisions at 20 and 150 A
MeV is discussed. T h e maximum sidewards flow of 0.8 A MeV, observed as a function
of centrality is found to be a sensitive test of transport theories. T h e flow of expanding
m a t t e r seen in central collisions is at least an order of magnitude larger then the
sidewards flow. T h e expanding azymuthally symmetric configuration associated with
these collisions is well suited for studies of clusterisation. T h e apparent descrepancy
between energy deposition in central collisions at 20 and 150 A MeV is discussed.
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TIME SCALES OF FUSION-FISSION REACTIONS
CALCULATED FROM PRESCISSION NEUTRON MULTIPLICITIES
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c Institute of Experimental Physics. Warsaw University 00-68] WarsaiL, Poland
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Triple coincidence measurements involving two fission fragments and a neutron or another light particle (e.g.- an a particle) give a possibility to separate the measured light-particle multiplicity into two
"omponents corresponding to the emission before and after scission [1]. In case of a particles a third
component corresponding to so called near-scission emission can also be extracted [2], The measured
;jre-scission, post-scission and near-scission multiplicities can be used as a clock in the studies of the
dynamics of nucleus-nucleus collisions.
The measured prescission neutron-multiplicity data, have been used by Einde et al. [lj for determination of the time scales of fusion-fission reactions within a simple non-dynamical model. In our recent
analysis of the near-scission multiplicities [2] we have found that the results of the time-scaie estimates
sensitively depend on the assumed dynamical scenario oi the nucleus-nucleus collision.
In the present study we performed an extended analysis of the existing neutron-prescission data within
c. hybrid model that combines time-dependent statistical decay calculations with a realistic dynamical description of the formation and resepaxation of the composite system ID framework of one-body dissipation
model of Feidmeier [3].
Depending on the assumed impact parameter (or cnguia: momentum) the excitation energy generated
g
demonstrated limitations of the "static" approach [1] in which the equilibrium value of the excitation
energy is assumed to be reached instantly arid fully available for evaporation cascade from the very
beginning of the nucleus-nucleus collision. The dynamical calculations clearly show that apart from a
very limited class of central collisions (which do not contribute significantly to the fusion-fission cross
section) a considerable part of energy remains in deformation and rotational degrees of freedom and thus
cannot be thermalized at the early stage of the collision.
In our model, the deexcitation of the composite system is followed along the the statistical decay
cascade calculated with a simple Monte Carle code. At each successive stage of the cascade the actual
decay time is sampled (by using the Weisskopf formula for the total decay width), as well as the kind
of the evaporated particle (n, p, d, t, 3 He, a, 6Li or 7 Li) and its actuaJ kinetic energy (by sampling the
energy spectrum of the assumed Maxwell-Boltzmaan shape). At each stage of the cascade, the statistical
decay cooling of the composite system is corrected by a change of the excitation energy resulting from
the dynamical evolution of the composite system.
The event-averaged results of the calculations yield a relation between time and neutron- or other
particle multiplicity accumulated till that time. Thus, the experimental prescission neutron-multiplicity
data can be used for determination of the time span between merging of the twn nuclei ?.nd fission-like
reseparation of the composite system.
Our analysis of the experimental data demonstrated that the estimates of the lime scales of fusionfission reactions reported by Hinde et al. [\] have been underestimated for some reactions by more than
a factor of 10. So large differences are due :c the inclusion of nucleus-nucleus cvnamics in our version
of the caJcuJaUocs. For majority of the analysed ne\Hron-prescission data the deduced duration of the
fusioa-fissaon reactions ranges from 5 • 10~2C to 5 10": 9 5.
[I] D.J. Hinde et al., Phys. Rev. C45 (1992) 1229
[21 K Siwck-Wiiczyr.ska et al., Phys. Rev C48 (1993) 228
[3: K.T. Feldineier, Report ANL-PHY-85-2, 1985
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Shape changes and isospin purity in highly excited light mass nuclei
M. Kiciriska-Habiora>b, K.A. Snoverb, J.A. Behr\ C.A. Gossettb, J.H Gundlachb,
Z.M. Drebib, M.S. Kaplanb, D.P. Wellsb
"Department of Nuclear Physics, Warsaw University, 00-681 Warsaw, Hoza 69, Poland
b

Nuclear Physics Laboratory, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195

The statistical decay of the Giant Dipole Resonance built on highly excited states of
light mass nuclei was studied in inclusive experiments. We report on results of the search
for a shape change of hot, fast rotating 45Sc and the test of the isospin purity at high
excitation in 28Si and 26A1.
1. INTRODUCTION
Some features studied by the statistical decay of the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR)
built on highly excited states seem to be more pronounced for light-medium mass nuclei
than for heavy systems. For example, shape changes should occur in these species at
much lower angular momenta than in heavy nuclei due to the smaller moment of inertia
and hence a faster in'crease of rotational frequency with spin. Also the sensitivity to the
isospin mixing is larger in cases where the compound nucleus is formed with isospin zero,
which can only be achieved in light-medium mass compound nuclei.
There are also some disadvantages appearing when studying statistical GDR decay of
light mass nuclei. The observed 7-ray yields are smaller than in heavy nuclei because
of the lower Coulomb barrier, which permits charged particle decay, and because of the
smaller El sum rule magnitude. The GDR yield extends up to higher 7-ray energies due
to a larger mean GDR energy and large GDR width. In statistical model calculations
isospin has to be taken into account explicitly and deuteron emission should be included,
and this increases the computation time. Because of the small value of the moment of
inertia for light mass nuclei the rotational energy constitutes an important contribution
to the energy at which the level density is calculated and hence it should be accurately
estimated, taking into account the dependence of the moment of inertia on spin. Shell
effects on the level density are very important as may be seen from the ratio of calculated
and experimental level spacing, due to the close vicinity of closed shells, so the Reisdorf
level density formulation should be used [1-3].
We have studied the statistical GDR decay in a number of light-medium mass nuclei
from A = 26 up to A = 63 in inclusive experiments at projectile energies Eproj/A <
7 MeV/nucfeon [1, 2, 4-9]. Measured inclusive 7-ray spectra have been least-squares
fitted in the E-, range above 12 MeV using the statistical model CASCADE [10]. One
or two component GDR strength function with 3 or 6 free parameters, respectively was
applied, and the 7-decay strength function (equivalent photon absorption cross section)
was determined from the fits.
0375-9474/94/S07.00 © 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSD! 0375-9474(94)00003-6
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High-energy photon production in heavy-ion reactions at projectile energies around
10 MeV/u is discussed in the context of brernsstrahlung studies at Ep/A > 20 tvleV/u.
Recent results on the 12 C +

26

Mg reaction at 6, 8.5 and 11 MeV/u and the

12

C+

2l1

Mg reaction at 11 MeV/u studied by the Warsaw-Seattle-Cracow collaboration are

summarized.
PACS numbers: 25.70.-z, 23.20.-g, 24.30.Cz
L. INTRODUCTION

The intention of this talk is to present recent results on a high-energy 7-ray production following heavy-ion collisions at projectile energies around 10 MeV/u. The
subject will be limited to the so called ullradipole radiation (UDR) or bremsstrahlung
radiation, since the giant dipole resonance (GDR) decay has been widely discussed by
previous speakers. The knowledge of the UDR parameters is of large importance also
for statistical GDR decay studies at projectile energies higher than 5-6 MeV/u since in
such case the bremsstrahlung is present in 7-ray spectra as a high-energy tail. Only a
few experiments concerning the UDR studies at beam energies below 20 MeV/u have
been reported in the literature [l-'l]. As it is a school, some general remarks concerning
bremsstrahlung emission at beam energies higher than 20 MeV/u, where systematic
studies have been performed [5,6], will be included. A brief presentation of the most
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Inclusive velocity spectra of heavy ions produced in the 38Si — ''Si reaction at 22, 26. 30.
and 35 MeV per nucleon were measured and decomposed into peripheral and central components
using an analytical moving-source parametrization. The persistence of incomplete fusion followed
by evaporation has been observed over the entire bombarding energy range. Ratios of parallel
and perpendicular momentum widths for fusion events show a growth of preequilibrium emission
with increasing beam energy. The evaporation-residue data are consistent with a limit of 6 MeV
per nucleon excitation energy beyond which conventional evaporation becomes significantly less
probable. This limiting value is compatible with what one can expect from the balance between
•uciear relaxation times and times for particle evaporation.
PACS number(s): 25.70.Lm

I. INTRODUCTION
The study of highly excited nuclei produced in heavyion reactions and the search for corresponding new decay
modes such as muMfragment emission provide valuable
information on the nature of hot nuclear matter. Various theoretical models predict a change in mechanism
from particle evaporation to muiiifragrcenvatioL somewhere between 20 and 100 MeV per nucleon bombarding
energy. This energy regime is bounded from below by
the onset of incomplete fusion and from above by the
dominance of nucleon-nucieon collisions over mean-field
effects. A careful study of the systematics of particle distributions as a function of increasing beam energy in the
critical range above 20 MeV per nucleon is essential in
the search for new phenomena.
In central collisions below 10 MeV per nucieon bombarding energies the decay times for compound nuclei
(typically on the order of 10~ 21 s for temperatures around
3 MeV) are slow compared to the creation times (< 10~"
s): this justifies a statistical approach [lj in which emission rates for particles are governed by phase space [2-5i.
This decay time, however, decreases rapidly with temperature, falling below lO" 2 2 s for beam energies around 30
MeV per nucleon and temperatures around 5.5 MeV [6*.
Equilibration times, on the other hand, for compound
nuclei formed in intermediate-energy collisions are calculated to lie near 4 x 10 ~ 23 « [7] for light systems and axe

roughly five times longer for heavier systems. Therefore,
at beam energies around 30 MeV per nucleon the distinction between formation and decay becomes blurred. It is
here that we wouid like to study systematically the behavior ol two colliding ions with the hope of observing a
sudden change from statistical decay to something more
exotic.
Our system of choice is the symmetric Si — Si reaction at incident energies between 22 and 35 MeV per nucleon. We are specifically interested in the evolution of
the cross sections for production of evaporation residues,
which may provide evidence for limits on the excitation
energy a nucleus may sustain and still decay statistically.
The symmetry in the collision maximizes the available
energy in the center-of-mass frame for fixed bombarding
energy. New phenomena might therefore occur at relatively low incident energies in this case. The fore-aft
symmetry of the Si — Si system in the center-of-mass
frame is furthermore used in the data analysis for the
parametrizations of peripheral and central collisions to
pin down the undetected cross sections at low laboratory
velocitv.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

"On leave from the Institute o( Experimental Physics. L'niversitv of Warsaw. Poland.

This experiment has been performed with : 8 Si beams
between 22 and 35 MeV per nucleon at the SARA doublecyciotron facility in Grenoble. The beams were focused
on a "*'Si target with area! density 286 /ig/cm : Heavy
residues were detected in a AE-E detector consisting of
a small ionizatioo chamber foiiowed by a 1000 ^m silicon detector. The chamber was tilled with CF.i a: 20
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P A C S : 21.60 Cs, 23.20.-g, 27.60.+j
A b s t r a c t : The -j-decay and half iije oj the ii/2~60(3) us
r =8* isomer in l00Cd have been studied with a recoil catcher
setup inside the multidetector 7-array OSIRIS. Evaporation
neutrons and charged particles from the reaction **Ni+A6Tt
were measured in coincidence with delayed 7-ray*. Six new
•y-ray transitions with intensities of 1-10% of the main 7-ray
cascade were found, two new states established and firm spinparity assignments were made to all states below the isomer.
The new states were identified as the f* and $* members of
the proton f tfy/2~J muttiptet.

sctibed elsewhere |7|. The catcher fulls wure exchanged every 2
hours to avuid excessive ^-ray background from radioactivity.
Further details are given in forthcoming papers [7,bj. Coincidences between evaporated neutrons, chiirged particles and
single 7 and 77 events were stored event by event on exabyte
tape, aJid sorted off-line into part it Je gated 77 and ?t matrices
with time measured relative to the cyclotron beam pulse
Li 1 Fjg. 1, a sum coincidence spectrum with gates on neutrons and the LQQ5 JteV 2* —0+ and the 7S5 keV 4+~.2 + tran-

160

The neutron deficient T , = 2 nucleus \%*Ctli2, t w o neutron
^.-.r'jW*** *nd (wo proton holes from I 0 0 Sn. is a good candi'•d.i.'.c Tor »iLiuj,(i(j the iv/cr-partic)e(ho|ej valen«.c cuufigur^.i.-i.s
outside 111e doubly magic core and their mutual interaction
Excited states of l 0 0 Cd were first identified in-be&m by Alter
et al [l], and the 7-decay, half life and g-factor of the I* = ( 8 f )
isomcr wore determined in two successive publications (2,3). A
shell model analysis of the existing data |3] revealed a predominant proton vg»/2~ 2 configuration for the isomer and neutron
nature fur the lower spin itates connected by the (fl + )-<(6 + )
— ( 1 * ) - f ( 2 t ) ^ . 0 f E2 cascade Shell model predictions sug
gest, that the non-yra*t I * = 6 + and i* itates are fed only by
weak 7-ray branches, below the detection limits of previous
experiments.
We have therefore designed an experiment to exclusively
stud/ the homeiic decay. Excited evaporation residues recoiling from the reaction " T i (**Ni,2p2n) were stopped 40 cm
dowu»tr<:aiQ from the 1.5 nig/cm* thick target in 32 mg/cm*
Nb foils. The energy of the beam from the tandem- cyclotron
combination of VICKSI wtu 230 MeV. The catcher foiU had
an inner hole of 10 null diameter for the beam and were located in the center of the OSIRIS 7-array, which consists of
12 HI'Cc decectors in BGO Auti-Compton sliields (4|. The detcclur* w:re pusilioned in two rings at 90±25° relative to the
be.1111, iiid in view of ;iie low multiplicity of delayed 7- ray,,
were us'.(J wi'huu( collimator& to suit the large source diameter of 8 c;.i f-iiu-r uetectors fur neutrons (ti segments) |5| and
charged j^articlei (4 segments) [6| surrounded the target, as de• Scinur US Scientist liumboldl Tcllow on leave from SUNV,
Sumy Hi wok. N Y, USA
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Fig. 1. Sum 1177 coincidence spectrum with gates on the
1005 and 795 keV 7 rays The peaks of the main
cascade are off" scale (see Table I and Fig 2)
sitions m 100 Cd in the lutte window 20 -- 570 us after the beam
pulse is shown Besides the 296, 452, 795 and 1005 keV members of the well known E2 cascade |l-3], weak 7-rays al 90, 247,
362, 411, 658 and 1042 keV axe visible. Their relative intensities are listed in Table 1. From 77 coincidences, intensities,
cross over transitions and energy sums the 7 - decay scheme of
the 1" = 8 + isomer can be derived as shown in Fig. 2 As a
(list result the order of the 236 and 452 keV 7 -ruyi in the E2
cascade, which could not be determined firmly in previous experiments [3], has to be reversed. With the now unique level
sequence, the E2 ch<iracter of ihe mam cajx.adf, as deduced
frutn the uniiotropies in a previous g lac'or experiment [3],
and the conversion found for the <J0 i ' - v tr.iiiiUtun, tlic spins
and parities of (he 1 " - 2*, 4*, 6,* 2 aiid 8 + states can be assigned firmly Feeding and decay of the 2047 keV stale leave
only A I - 2 for the 411 arid 1042 keV 7-rays, and , as an M2
transition is incompatible with the observed branchings fruin
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The high-spin structure of '"Sm has been investigated with the U 0 Pd( 3 : i S.5n) reaction at a beam
energy of 159 MeV at the Stony Brook Tandem/Superconducting LINAC facility. The TESSA3
spectrometer array was used to collect 7-7 coincidence data from which an extended decoupled
band structure has been found. It is proposed that this band is based on the i l 3 / 3 ( H = l / 2 ) neutron
intruder orbital. The decay pattern, enhanced dynamic moments of inertia, and aligned spins are
consistent with the ft 1 3 , 2 bands in neighboring odd-neutron nuclides. Total Routhian surface and
cranked shell model calculations reproduce qualitative features of these nuclides, further supporting
the proposed interpretation.
PACS number(s): 27.60.-j, 23.20.Lv, 21.10.Re. 21.60.Ev

The iis/2 neutron intruder orbital plays an important
role in the nuclear structure of the .4~130—140 mass region. Because of its deformation- and frequency-driving
properties (i.e.. both de'/dd and de'/du are large and
negative), this .V=6 oscillator orbital (Q=l/2) intrudes
to the Fermi level producing decoupled rotational bands
with enhanced deformation (^^O.S—0.4) in this region.
Properties of these intruder bands have been thoroughly
studied; the heavier cases include the iV=75 nuclides
13
JSm [1] and ^ G d [2]. Recently, the i/il3/2 intruder
band was also observed in the .V=77 141 Gd nuclide [3]
from the 13/2~ bandhead up to the 65/2^ member. Although several 7-ray experiments have been performed
previously on the N=77 139 Sm isocone. no vi\3/2 intruder
band was identified. Thus, the purpose of the present experiment was to search for the vt l 3 , 3 band in 13*Sm and
thereby extend the systematic properties of this intruder
orbital.
The level structure of 139Sm has been studied independently with a variety of nuclear reactions at several laboratories. At Stony Brook, the ll8 Sn( 24 Mg,3n)
and l0 *Pd( 37 Cl.p3n) reactions were used to investigate
I39
Sm, while at the Hahn-Meitner-Institut in Berlin, the
U0
Pd( 3 4 S.5n) reaction was employed. A U4 Cd( 29 Si.4n)
experiment at the Laboratori Nazionaii di Legnaro in

'Current address: I.U.P.U.I.. Indianapolis. IN 46202.
0556-2813/94/50(l)/104(6)/S06.00
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Italy culminated in a brief report on l39 Sm :4l. In ail
of these experiments, both signatures of the expected
i//i U / 3 band were observed. Although a number of other
excited states were seen with both thin (self-supporting)
and backed targets, an extended band structure based
on the (ft=l/2) wii3/2 orbital was not found. Because
of the successful identification of the 1/113/2 band Ln the
isotone l 4 1 Gd, it was decided to search for a "i\3i2 band
in l39 Sm. in an experiment with high sensitivity to transitions from such a band.
In the present search for the vil3/2 band in 139 Sm. the
Pd( 3 4 S.5n) reaction at a beam energy of 159 MeV was
selected. This 7-ray experiment was carried out at the
Stony Brook Tandem/Superconducting LINAC facility.
To optimize sensitivity to transitions in a vi\3i2 band,
which would be fast because of the expected enhanced
deformation, thin targets in conjunction with a Ge detector array of high energy resolution were employed. The
enriched U 0 P d target was comprised of three stacked 0.4
mg/cm 2 foils, in order to minimize the width of the recoil
velocity distribution and hence reduce Doppler broadening of the 7-ray lines. The 7-7 coincidences were detected with the TESSA3 spectrometer array, supplanted
from the Nuclear Structure Facility in Daresbury, U.K. It
consisted of 16 Compton-suppressed Ge detectors and a
50-element bismuth germanate (BGO) multiplicity and
total-energy filter. The small solid angle subtended by
the TESSA3 Ge detectors allowed good energy resolution to be maintained despite the substantial recoil veU0
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Abstract
High-spin slates in
Gd have been investigated ihnuigh the "'sPd(4"Ar. 4n) reaction.
An extended level scheme is proposed. A ridge structure has been observed in a yy
coincidence matrix, consistent with energy spacings in the superdcfornied bands of neighbouring nuclei. Several discrete high-spin sequences ha\e been observed. They are interpreted in the context ol cranked-Strutinsky-type calculations in terms ol different coexisting
shapes.
Keywords: NUCLEAR REACTIONS "'*Pd(4"Ar. 4n). /.'= 1K2 MeV: measured yy-coin.
/: DCO ratios. l4l<Gd deduced levels. J. —. y-mullipolarit\

I. Introduction
In theoretical calculations of the shape evolution lor the nucleus 144 Gd usmy [IK
anharmonic-oscillator potential [I] or the Woods-Saxon potential (2,3] several very
different excitation modes arc predicted. They arc. ignoring pairing, (i) an oblate
single-particle mode (y = (>()°) which remains yrast up to I ~ 7>5>. (ii) a triaxial
collective mode (fi2 ~ 0.22, y ~ 33°) which forms the yrast line between / = 35 and
( I 3 7 s - ' M 7 4 / < ) 4 . ' S O 7 . ( K ) > l ' W 4 I l l s e v i e r S c i e n c e U . \ ' . All i ^ h i s i c s c n e i i
SSD1
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D. K u t c W , G. Marti 1 , K. Spohx1-3, P. von Brentano"1, J. Eberth\ A. Dewald\
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High-spin states in ' " G d were studied with the 7-spectroraeter OSIRIS:-The fixial nucleus has been produced
in the 1O8PdCoAjr,4:n) reaction with a beam energy of
182 MeV at the VICKSI accelerator of the HMI Berlin.
A portion of the ^ G d level scheme is shown in fig. 1. An
interesting feature is the existence of an intense AI = 1
sequence above the 14+ state. The DCO ratios of the
transitions forming this sequence have values consistent
with quadrupole/dipole mixing ratio changing from 8 ^
-1.0 to i a —0.2 with increasing spin. The large negative mixing ratios indicate M1/E2 character for the
AI = 1 transitions and that a dipole sequence related
to an oblate nuclear shape has been observed in M ' l Gd )
similarly to the dipole bands in the 1 9 8 - 2 0 1 pb nuclei (see,
e.g., (2, 3]). For an oblate shape of M< Gd, the ft = 1/2
orbital of the neutron /in/j subshell lies in the vicinity
of the Fermi surface. For the proton hu/2 subshell the
Fermi surface lies close to the Q = 11/2 state. Hence,
the /in/2 neutron holes easily align their angular momenta along the rotation axis, whereas the hup protons
remain deformation aligned. The situation is thus similar
to Pb and we propose a Wi~^2 ® (7r/ij1/f3)/<-=)0+ config- ,
uratioD for the dipole sequence. It is expected that the
lowest band member has a spin of ~ lAh in agreement
vrith experimental observation. The observed sequence
is not regular, i.e., the transition energies do not follow
the / ( / -f 1) law. This behaviour reflects the fact that
the oblate minimum is rather shallow, as found in TRS
calculations.
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a l 2 0 3 M c V . t n U v o d a y s , a b o u l 7 0 0 m i l l i o n h i g h f o l d e v e n t s w e r e r e c o r d e d v. i t b I b e
E U R O G A M S | i e c t r o m e t e r c o n s i s t i n g o f' 1 5 C o m p t o n s u p p r e s s e d G e d e t e c t o r s , l i o t h
k n o w n s u p e r d e f o r m e d b a n d s ( l j , ( 2 | i n '' G d c o u l d b e e x p a n d e d l o 1 5 t r a n s i t i o n s . A l l
t r a n s i t i o n s w i t h i n e a c h b a n d w e r e c l e a r l y o b s e r v e d i nc o i n c i d e n c e w i t h e a c h o t h e r a n d
accuiale 7-ray energies were determined. A further band with energies corresponding
t o I h e f u s t k n o w n S D b a n d i n 1 1 7 G d WAS a l s o o b s e r v e d i n t h e d a t a . S e v e r n ! m n l h o d s
t o s e n r c h f o rn e w b a u d s w e r e t e s t e d . T h e r e s u l t s c l e a r l v s h o w t h e n d v a n l a g n s o f i h i e e a m l f o n t - ( l i m e n s i o n a l s p e c t r a a n a l y s i s f o r t h e s t u d y o f s u p e r d e f o i i na l i o n .
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I i g u i e 1: S u m s p e c t r a o f t h e t w o s u p e r d e f o i m e d b a n d s i n
d a t a . I n b o t h c a s e s t h e8 c l e a n e s t g a l e s h a v e b e e n a d d e d .
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Abstract : Since our discovery of a irrong A/J transition in
114
Au at Isolde, our interest has been focused on the level
structure of this nucleus in which tht real ground state level
was masked. In addition, many new transitions observed from
the lt4Hg decay were indicating that the lt4Au low-aiergy
level scheme must be revised. But in a first stage, these
surprising
results have to be checked. Detailed data
established in our recent studies on these new transitions are
presented and discussed.
PACS : 23.20.Uz. 23.20.Lv.27.70.*q
The first evidence of a strong 68.6 keV isomenc M3
transition, implying a previously unobserved ground state of
spin I = 5 or 6 for Au was the result of our conversionelcctron study performed in collaboration w\(h lac Nicole
group at Isolde [1]. This conclusion was based on ihc
observation of LI and UK electron lines of this transition
obtained with a Si(Li) detector running in various cycles of
collecting and counting time Evidence for its MJ
multipolanty was confirmed at the Isocele on-line separator
in Orsay [2] and other new data established.
Some of these new data are Dot compatible with the
previously established level scheme of luA\i [3]. So new 7-y
and X-y coincidence experiments are necessary to revise IL
This was done recently with a He-jet coupled to the
accelerator system Sara in Grenoble [4]. As a result of these
'**Hg decay studies, basic data on many new '"AU transitions
are now unambiguously establishcd.
Thc 63.6 UeV liomenc transition
Detailed results on the M3 isomenc transition performed at
Isocele using a high resolution 180* magnetic spectrograpn
[2] arc given in table 1. The energies (col. a) show evidence
that the 68.6 ixV transition takes place in gold. The electronline intensities (col. b) were measured dunng cycles wiih
ISO s collecting and counting time and normalized to 1, =
1000 for the 236.7 keV y. Compared to the theoretical
conversion coetlictents [5] for a MJ transition (col. c and d)
they establish the MJ mulupolamy of Ujs transition. The Mc lee iron intensity which seems slightly too high, includes
actually a small contribution (- 50) from the K-iine of the
146 5 keV transition (see below).

The strong intensity of the M3 transition in long cycles as
given in table 1, normalized to other l u Au transitions (sec
table 2), is significantly reduced in short cycles each of 12 J.
indicating that the transition partly dccxntes the isomcric
level with spin 2 or 3 which was previously considered as the
'"Au ground state [3] with T,n-= 53 s.
c-line

I<-AD

£(A£)
keV

b)

3)

Li
Lu
Lra
MJ
MJI

Mm

54.15
54.80
56.60
65.\5

(10)
(10)
(10)
(10)

65.85//0;

290
40
600
105

ICC (M3)
from ref. [5]
c)

(SO)
(S)
(60)
(25)

701
38
1507
209
27

200 (SO)

444

13

MJV+MV

N

68.0

(I)

60 (10)

o

68.5

(I)

20 (5)

ICC (M3)
iOJ98

<0
279
35
600
33
11
177

5 -r92

Table I. Detailed data on conversion electron lines of the
63.6 keV \{3 isomenc transition in Au obtained at the on<ith a 180° magnetic
line mass separator Isocele with
spectrograph [2]. Column d): proportional values to the
theoretical ICC. adjusted for comparison to the experimental
intensity of the LSI! line.
Other new tramitioni
New data on transitions obs«-ved in the llJ Hg decay ire listed
in table 2. Precise electron energies and intensiDes in the
range 3-W keV liave been determined with the oigiircsoluuon spectrograph at Isocclc, whereas data on electron
and Y rays in the range 20-500 keV were obtained in the
previous experiments at Isolde (1], From this laitcr studv,
pan of an electron spectrum recorded in short cycles with 6 J
collecting time and 12 5 counting time is shown in figure I.
In such counting cycles. IU Au electron peaks of medium,
intensity are clearly observed- Calibrations in ojcrgy and
eilicicncy were performed with thin l51Eu and ''Co electron
sources introduced '.nto the counting station. Internal checks
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Abstract. The nuclei m - : i K 1 Bi were populated via the lK6W( ly F.xn)' us ~ : '"'Bi reaction at beam
energies of 115 MeV and 105 MeV. Another expenment. aimed at investigating the high-spinIcvii structure of :()3 :n4 Ri used the ;98 Pt("B.xn) reaction at a beam energy..of 7 4 McV. Fiye
new Si = 1 lOtational structures, consisting of stretched magnetic dipole transitions, nave beeft
observed. One of these bands is assigned to l98 Bi. one to !W Bi. two to -"'Bi. and one to ; " 3 Bi.
The behaviour of the dynamic moments of inertia of these oblate bands is compared with other
bands in neighbouring Pb and Bi nuclei.

The nuclei around mass 190-200 are proving to be spectacular examples of shape
coexistence, exhibiting a wide variety of collective and single-particle features. As expected
for nuclei close to the doubly-magic spherical shell closure at Z = 82 and :V = 126 i :o8 Pb).
their near-ground-state excitation spectra are made up of single-panicle excitations which
are characteristic of a spherical, or near spherical shape. However, at higher excitation
energies and spins, a variety of collective rotational behaviour is manifest. For example,
the existence of superdeformed structures corresponding to collective rotations of a strongly
deformed prolate shape (#> ~ 0.5) has been known for several years in Hg, TI. and Pb
nuclei around mass 190-200 [1]. More recently-: a third minimum in their potential-energy
surface has been reported with the observation of bands built on oblate deformed states.
These bands, which generally consist of fairly regular sequences of stretched magnetic
dipole transitions, were first observed in m P b |2] and l94 :oflPb [3], Since then they have
been seen in Pb nuclei with mass numbers ranging from 192 to 201 [3-1 1]. Most recently,
similar bands have also been reported in i y 3 J '^Hg [12. 13] and in ;o2 Bi [14].
Z Present address: Schuster Laboratory. Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Manchester.
Brunswick Street. Manchester Ml3 9PL. UK.
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Development of a new SARA/IGISOL technique for the study of shortlived products from heavy-ion-induced fusion-evaporation reactions
R. Beraud ', A. Emsallem \ A. Astier a, R. Bouvier \ R. Duffait \ Y. Le Coz a, S. Morier \
A. Wojtasiewicz a l , Yu.A. Lazarev b, I.V. Shirokovsky b, I.N. Izosimov b'2, D. Barneoud c,
J. Genevey c", A. Gizon c, R. Guglielmini c , G. Margotton c , J.L. Vieux-Rochaz c
" Instilut de Physique Nucleaire de Lyon, 1N2P3-CNRS et Universite Claude Bernard 43, Bd du II Soiembre 1918,
69622 Villeurbanne Cedex, France
''Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 141980 Dubna, Russian Federation
' Institut des Sciences Nucleaires de Grenoble, 53, IN2P3-CSRS et Universiie Joseph Fourier, Avenue des Murtyrs,
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(Received 3 March 1994)

A new ion guide chamber has been designed for heavy-ion (HI) induced fusion-evaporation reactions. Its principle is based on the beam
projectiles-evaporation residues separation which is achieved by taking advantage of their very different angular distributions utter passing a
thick target. In this work it is proved that the 1GISOL technique can be applied with an overall efficiency > IO~3 tor the study oi
mass-separaied exotic nuclei produced in (HI, rn) reactions.

1. Introduction
The study, after on-line mass separation, of nuclei far
off the /3-stability valley is one of the most fruitful approaches to a better understanding of nuclear structure.
Since we have to deal with short-living radioactive beams,
(he development of fast and sensitive techniques is of
utmost importance. The ion-guide based on-line mass separation (IGISOL) initially developed by Arje et al. [1] is
one of them and it led, during the last decade, to the
discovery of a large number of new isotopes. In the
IGISOL technique, the reaction products recoiling out of a
thin target are thermalized in helium gas. extracted as I *
ions, and injected in the acceleration stage of the separator.
Provided the survival time of the 1 * charge slate is of the
same order as the evacuation time, mass separation of the
products can be performed with an efficiency of a few
percent for all elements. In case of lighi-ion-induced fusion
reactions, this has been achieved even for nuclei with
half-lives in the ms range.
The use of IGISOL in heavy-ion (HI) induced fusionevaporation reactions was rather limited till now because
of the so-called "plasma effect" [2]. The HI beam creates
in the helium pressurized chamber a dense plasma so that
' On leave from Institute of Experimental Physics. Warsaw University, 69 Hoza Street, PL-00-681 Warsaw. Poland.
:
V.G. Khlopin Radium institute. 197022 Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation.

most of the products thermalized as I + ions are neutralized before being evacuated. It has been shown that under
such conditions the overall efficiency is considerably reduced because only a small volume near the exit hole is
evacuated in time [3]. The plasma effect can be avoided if
we separate reaction products from beam particles and let
only the products enter the He gas stopping chamber. This
was successfully achieved in the case of fission reaction by
means of a double chamber designed by Taskinen ei al.
[4]. For HI induced reactions, in which the recoil products
are forward peaked, the same arrangement cannot be applied. At RIKEN the HI beam suppression has been
achieved by setting the IGISOL chamber at the focal plane
of a high efficiency gas-filled recoil separator (GARIS) [5].
With this GARIS/IGISOL system, overall efficiencies oi
the order of 0.15% have been reported so far for C"'Ar. .vn)
fusion reactions [6].
An alternative is ihe "shadow" method which lakes
advantage of the huge difference of the primary beam
angular distribution and that of the reaction products after
passing a thick target (about a few mg/cm~). It was
successfully applied by Sprouse et al. [7] for laser spectroscopy experiments. In this paper, the basic principles of
the shadow method will be given and our new
SARA/IGISOL chamber described in detail. The overall
efficiency in ~ 5-MeV/u Ar and Ca induced fusionevaporation reactions has been measured and the first
results on the mass identification and study of very neutron-deficient nuclei will be presented.
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A new ion guide chamber has been designed for H.I. -induced fusion- evaporation reactions and used on line
with the SARA facility. Us principle is based on the "shadow" method which was successfully applied in laser
specUoscopy experiments' 1 '. By taking advantage of the huge difference of the primary beam angular distribution
and that of evaporation residues (EVRs) after passing a thick target (a few mg/cin 2 ) it will be shown lo what
extent their separation can be exploited in order lo avoid the so-called "plasma effect"'''.
A great difference with light-ion-induced fusion reactions, as initially developped by the Jyviskyla group' 3 ',
is the large recoil energy of products from H.I. reactions, so that their thermaliiing in the gas becomes a major
problem. The volume of the chamber (115 cm 3 ) has been choosen to optimize the number of EVRs stopped and
also to keep the mean evacuation time at a reasonable value (~ 180 ms).
The typical mass resolving power M/AM was ~ 350 at a He pressure of 500 mbar and an acceleration voltage
of 25 kV.
Using the prolific u6Cd{i0Ar,
6n) which produces the '50Dy(TU2
= 7.2mm) a-cmitler, we have studied the
yield as a function of the pressure. The almost linear increase of extracted yield with increasing He pressure up
to 500 mbar indicates that in our chamber the losses of ions due to recombinations with electrons created by the
non-suppressed part of the primary beam arc of minor importance compared to the stopping efficiency increase.
By making use of the same reaction we have studied the yield as a function of the primary beam intensity (5-50
pnA) both with and without beam-channeling tube allowing thus a broad range of energy deposit (2.10 15 - 2.10' 8
eV/s) in the IGISOL chamber. Our results show a rather constant yield up to ~ 10 17 eV/s contrary to a vanishingly
small one expected from ref. [2j.
We have been able to estimate a survival time of
,
,
_-,
.
(1.6 ± 0.3) ms for the singly charged recoiling ions, in
j
agreement with' 1 ', and this leads to a fundamental upj
per limit of the efficiency around 1% under practical
° IU
-• -—•fSfS
• j •-—>i
1
conditions of pressure and exit hole diameter. The absoi
-~-i^i
j
lute efficiency currently achieved in our experiments was
J
around (1.6 ± 0.3) 10~ 3 at p,u = 500 mbar and allowed
j
us to carry out spectroscopic studies namely of very ndeficicnt isotopes of refractory rare-earth elements' 5 '
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Implantation of Fe atoms to beech wood
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Abstract: Implantation of Ft atoms to beech wood. A
beech wood sample w a bombarded by ion> of iron
accelerated to the energy of SO keV. The measured
depth of implantation was mote than two orden of
magnitude, larger than expected from theoretical predictions. This result has no reasonable explanation at
the moment.

Preliminary results of implantation of Fe
ions into beech wood specimen are presented in the paper. It turns out that depth of Fe
ions implanted into wood is much larger
than die expected one.

Ley worn: implantation. Fe atom*, wood

EXPERIMENT

INTRODUCTION

Beech wood samples of dimensions 10 x 20
x 2 mm 3 were bombarded with Fe ions
accelerated to energy 50 keV by means of
the mass separator UWIS of Nuclear Division of Institute of Experimental Physics of
Warsaw University. Beam current of 40 uA
was used to obtain implantation dose of
10' ions/cm*. During the implantation process the ion beam was sweeped over an area
larger than the area of the specimen to avoid
edge effects.
The scanning electron microscope JSM35 was used to measure qualitatively distribution of implanted atoms m a body of the
specimen. For this work the X-ray microanalysis option of the microscope was used.
In a quantitative measurement of iron mass
concentration the electron probe microanalysis option i EPMA) of the microscope was
used.
Cross-section of the specimen in a cut
parallel to wood fibres and ion beam is
shown in Figure 1. The ion beam was impinging sample perpendicularly to the
wood fibers. The Figure shows a wood fiber
enlarged 500x. in electrons retracted from
the surface (SEMI. The same area of the

Implantation of different elements into crystal materials started soon after design of
isotope separator. Ionized atoms produced
m ion source of the separator are accelerated to the energy of few tens keV and next,
after separation, collected on target material Impinging ions penetrate target to a
large depth due to their kinetic energy and
are deposited there [Rosinski 1975].
This technique has been exploited intensively in investigation of damages m crystals and obtaining chin layers with specific
features on the crystal surface [Armitage
1970]. Implantation of silicon crystals is
used to obtain semiconductors with conductivity of desired type [Lee. Mayer
1974]. Also there are methods of hardening
of steel surface by implantation of nitrogen
ions [Rosinski 1978].
This report concerns an idea of improving
quality of wood sunace using implantation
of ions of metal. One could expect change
oi some physical features of die surface
iayer. for example, electric conductivity or
coefficient of fhcaon.

